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LAMA 
Objectives
- TO PROMOTE THE DISSEMINATION OF IDEAS, 

   EXPERIENCES, AND KNOWLEDGE

- TO ACT AS A SPOKESPERSON

- TO ENCOURAGE CONTINUED EDUCATION

- TO ACTIVELY ASSIST IN THE TRAINING OF MANAGERS
This publication contains copyrighted material, the use of which has not al-
ways been specifi cally authorized by the copyright owner. Such material is 
made available to advance the understanding of ecological, political, eco-
nomic, scientifi c, moral, ethical, personnel, and social justice issues. It is 
believed that this constitutes a “fair use” of any such copyrighted material as 
provided for in Section 107 of the US Copyright Law. In accordance with TItle 
17 U.S.C. Section 107, this material is distributed without profi t to those who 
have expressed a prior general interest in receiving similar information for re-
search and educational purposes. If you wish to use copyrighted material for 
purposes of your own that go beyond “fair use”, you must obtain permission 
from the copyright owner.For more information concerning the LAMA Re-
view, please contact Jim Manke at jrmanke@associationsolutionsinc.com.
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Hello LAMA Members 
Fall is here and I know that is a busy time for everyone. In this edition we 
have added a section on LAMA Group fi les - to give a little bit of back-
ground on some very important individuals within LAMA, Jim & Kathi. Also 
included is an article by another LAMA writer - Subibe Choudhury about 
Time Management. 

I hope you fi nd interesting our other articles on project management, train-
ing programs, some new ideas for a scientifi c workplace, a book review on 
animal care & use, as well as an article on safety considerations. I hope 
you enjoy this edition and remember that if you have any ideas about how 
to improve the review you can email me at ehoward@newcreationsdesign.
com.
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President’s 
Message 
JENNIFER VOLKMANN, PRESIDENT

The summer is ending, kids are back to school, baseball 
season is nearing playoff s (Go Astros!), football season is 
in full motion, and the waters in the Atlantic Ocean heated 
up and are giving us a traffi  c jam of storms. 

As the waters in the Atlantic heat up so do our 
preparations for the upcoming LAMA/ATA meeting in 
Clearwater Beach, Florida set for April 9-11, 2019. Email 
blasts will start coming out soon so put on your thinking 
caps and become involved by helping us put on another 
great meeting loaded with management topics that you 
want to explore.

This summer we had our very fi rst LAMA/LAWTE webinar 
titled “Those Who Lead” from Gordon Yee with Ancare. This 
webinar was well received and we hope this will be our fi rst 
of many webinars to off er to folks. 

Please be certain to get involved, be active, submit a talk, 
or join one of our committees. We are looking to push 
LAMA out of its normal boundaries and I hope that YOU 
can be one of those creative folks to get us there. 

The 69th AALAS National Meeting in Baltimore is quickly 
approaching and hope I get a chance to see you all there 
and share some ideas. Please stop by the LAMA Booth and 
say hi.  

Sincerely.

Jennifer
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Time is On 
Your Side 
 8 Tips to Manage Your Time - by Subibe Choudhury

LAMA Writer

Unless you are working on a production line, like many 
of us you might be feeling like there is simply not 
enough hours in the day to do what you need or want 
to get done.

As you know, there is an entire industry designed to 
help people manage their time better, and frankly, 
make money for themselves while they are providing 
the guidance. To be fair, if it works, it might be worth 
the money. 

Yet one thing I have found interesting from my experi-
ence is that appropriate time management is not about 
doing more – it is about doing less!

Yes, I know it sounds odd, but the key is to do less yet 
do the things that can make a difference.

1. Zoom-out
To start, imagine you were having trouble with your 
household budgeting and went to see a financial advi-
sor, what might you expect them to suggest as a start-
ing point? They might suggest you start by tracking 
your expenses.

Similarly, if you are having trouble managing your 
time, it’s a good starting point to track what you are 
doing in a given day, week or over a period of time.

You can easily create a template on a spreadsheet to 
track the time or hour of the day, which can include 
who you are interacting with and if necessary, what 
you are doing or talking about.

As this document would be for yourself, the most es-
sential ingredient is to be honest with yourself. It’s im-
portant, otherwise, this will likely be a futile exercise.

You might see a trend or pattern emerge. You might 
come to realize that you are spending a great deal 

of time on cigarette breaks or chatting on the phone 
with your spouse or even spending hours of the day re-
searching your next family vacation. 

This is also a great exercise to do with a colleague who 
might need guidance on their workday to develop a 
good daily work routine.

2. Zoom-in
Here is another simple technique I use.

Have a pad and on the top write: The most important 
thing to do tomorrow.

List one, maybe two or three things on the pad and no 
more than that. Try and complete those tasks before 
lunch.

Do this everyday of the week and see how it goes. The 
validation of success will come if you can consistently 
achieve this everyday for at least 3 weeks (if not more) 
with only slight variations.

In my case, as each week passed, a pattern of success 
began to emerge, and I kept applying this technique 
since success always feels good.

Once you have done the one or two or three most im-
portant things to do for the day before lunch, the next 
idea is if you come across something that takes 5 min-
utes or less. Do it immediately without making it into 
an emergency. 

The caveat however is not to impose yourself on some-
one else. Don’t expect something from someone else 
immediately so that you can accomplish your task.

Don’t wait, don’t add it to your to-do-list, just do it.

In addition to your most important things to do list, 
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Did you 
know?

In the Laboratory Animal 
community, publishing in a 
professional journal is an 
essential part of advancing your 
career.  

Submitting an article to the 
LAMA Review provides an 
opportunity to be published in 
a professional journal.  This is 
a great opportunity to share 
your research knowledge and 
accomplishments. 

Imagine your journal impacting 
and infl uencing the laboratory 
animal management practices!

The LAMA Review provides 
important information on 
industry’s advancements and 
developments to those involved 
in the Laboratory Animal fi eld 
with emphasis in management.  

The LAMA Review is published 
electronically each quarter and 
combines short columns with 
longer feature articles. Each 
issue focuses on signifi cant 
topics and relevant interest to 
ensure a well-rounded coverage 
on laboratory management 
matters. 

Submitting 
an article

Choose an interesting topic that 
has the potential to benefi t the 
Laboratory Animal Management 
community.  Write the article 
that you would like to see 
published in the journal.  Be 
sure to include multiple sources 
to support your research and 
accurately cite references.  

Submit your article to 
Review via email:jrmanke@
associa  onsolu  onsinc.com

The LAMA Review is the offi  cial 
journal of the Laboratory Animal 
Management Association, which 
is committed to publishing high 
quality, independently peer-
reviewed research and review 
material. 

The LAMA Review publishes 
ideas and concepts in an 
innovative format to provide 
premium information for 
Laboratory Animal Management 
in the public and private sectors 
which include government 
agencies. 

A key strength of the LAMA 
Review is its relationship 
with the Laboratory Animal 
Management community. 
By working closely with our 
members, listening to what 
they say, and always placing 
emphasis on quality.  The 
Review is fi nding innovative 
solutions to management’s 
needs, by providing the 
necessary resources and tools 
for managers to succeed.   

Article 
Guidelines

Submissions of articles are 
accepted from LAMA members, 
professional managers, and 
administrators of laboratory 
animal care and use. 
Submissions should generally 
range between 2,000 and 
5,000 words. All submissions 
are subject to Editor- in-Chief’s 
review and are accepted for the 
following features of the LAMA 
Review:
o Original Articles
o Review Articles
o Job Tips
o Manager’s Forum
o Problem Solving
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create a concise list of things to do that might take 
you under 30 minutes that are not urgent. Keep that 
list close to you.

If you have a meeting that gets canceled or a task or 
event that takes less time than expected, before you 
go out on that cigarette break, look at that list of 
things that might take under 30 minutes and do one 
item off that list and then go for a break

3. The dreaded Inbox 
Next, let’s look at your inbox. The inbox for many peo-
ple has become a major source of stress. To me, emails 
have become a means for people to impose them-
selves in to your work life.

If you have a huge backlog of emails in your inbox, try 
this. Take them all out of your inbox immediately and 
place them in a folder called “old emails”. I am not 
saying ignore them, just take them out of your inbox 
so when you come to work everyday you don’t start 
the day feeling overwhelmed with a daunting number 
of messages on top of other messages.

What you could also do is not move them all away, 
but leave the ones and/or try to respond to the ones 
that are less than 48 hours old, and then take the rest 
away.

Let’s face reality, if you have messages that are weeks 
old, the person that sent them might have already 
forgotten about them, or as often is the case, they will 
have contacted you again.

With the “old email” folder, go through them and see 
if you can group them by sender and if you have a few 
key people that the emails are coming from, contact 
that person by phone or make an appointment to see 
them and discuss what they needed or wanted from 
you. However, you will have to own that you did not 
respond to their message in a timely manner. 

Don’t beat yourself up, own your mistake, course cor-
rect and move forward and ensure not to have the 
same thing happen again. Tell them about what you 
are doing to make sure this does not happen again; 
they will appreciate that as well.

If you find yourself getting back to the “inbox trap”, 
create a trigger number limit for yourself. For exam-
ple, 25 or 50 emails.

Make it a habit that when you reach this trigger lim-
it in your inbox, you will immediately place an away 
message in your settings saying you have a large 
backlog of emails and it might take you a few days to 
respond to your message and if its urgent that they 
should call you instead.

People will appreciate knowing this information in-

Photo by rawpixel on Unsplash
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stead of just getting frustrated that you are not re-
sponding to them in a timely manner.

4. Schedule yourself
One tool that I use instead of the task list is to place 
items that I need to do on my calendar as meeting 
requests even if they are not meetings. This way, I get 
reminders, it shows people I am not available for a 
meeting and I track the things I did on the day I did 
them.

I also don’t schedule my entire day 100% booked. I 
schedule about 60% of my time or even less. I realize 
not everyone will be able to do this, it depends on 
your role.

One reason I do this is that various things come up 
constantly in our work environment, unexpected and 
unplanned, and at times the need to put fires out.

A lot of people I have spoken with say the same thing 
to me and they think it’s impossible to plan for. Yet 
think about it - you might not know what exactly 
will come up, yet you do know something will come 
up. That to me is not unexpected so plan for the un-
planned.

You can even book an hour a day blocked in your cal-
endar if you wanted. And think about this, if nothing 
comes up on a given day, you have a free hour on your 
hands. 

I would also suggest booking time in your calendar for 
things you enjoy. This could be sharing recipes with 
people in your office. It could entail calling a colleague 
at another institution for advice or perspective. Work 
needs to be enjoyable and not just all about work.

5. On vacation, no sweat
The next suggestion has to do with when you go on 
vacation or when you are planning to be away for a 
little while.

I find this technique to be very useful and reduces 
stress.

Most people get stressed before leaving on vacation 
and can’t seem to get what they need to get done on 
the last day and sometimes even end up staying late 
at work and then stressing about work while they are 
off.

This not an ideal way to start a vacation nor a healthy 

way to disconnect.

What I am proposing is that you place your away mes-
sage one day earlier than when you will be away.

The last day you are at work, you might notice that 
when people think you are away, they stop messaging 
you and you can take care of what needs to be taken 
care of before you leave and the chance of something 
new coming up that day that needs immediate atten-
tion is reduced.

Using this technique, I have gone away on vacation 
knowing I did what needed to be done and left work 
at the end of the day at a normal time and stress free.

What I also do when I get back from vacation is leave 
my away message on one extra day and stay home 
and do only emails that day.

This way, when I come in to work usually on a Tues-
day instead of Monday, I have no backlog of emails 
and am present and ready to deal with what I need to 
in-person and on-site.

6. Say “no” without saying 
     “no”
Some individuals may actually find this very difficult to 
do especially if it means saying “no” to your supervi-
sor. This might be particularly challenging if you are a 
person who likes to make others happy. 

Yet the reality is that if you are already having a dif-
ficult time managing your time, saying “yes” might 
be the worst thing you can do as the work will simply 
pile-up. You will essentially be creating another unac-
complished task for yourself and feel even more stress 
and pressure.

Understandably saying “no” is not always possible yet 
if you can demonstrate that you are already working 
on something important that brings value, you can in-
deed say “no” in a reasonable manner.

For example, you might start by mentioning what you 
are working on and asking your supervisor, “do you 
think this takes priority of what I am doing at the mo-
ment?”

Or, “I understand that you would like me to do this, 
yet what I am working on right now will take me at 
least the entire day to finish and it was flagged with 
high importance.”
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Also, you can present alternatives, which is always a 
good approach, “would it be understandable if I came 
to see you about this after I finish what I am doing at 
the moment?”

I have proposed this idea to multiple people with the 
same result; it worked. When I followed-up with them 
they all told me basically the same thing, “nothing 
bad happened when I said no without saying no.”

7. Track your Progress
We have all heard about tracking “lessons learned” 
especially on projects. Yet what I find that is just as 
important is to track what went well and to ensure 
that you repeat those items for similar projects in the 
future. It’s about efficiency, saving time and effort and 
energy and to contribute to future successes of other 
initiatives.

At the end of each day or week conduct a personal de-
brief. Write down what you felt went well, even if it is 
just one thing. Include what didn’t work well and try 
and examine what might have been done differently. 
Write that down on your “lessons learned” list. Yes, I 
have a list for my lessons learned as well, but this one 
is on a computer, not on a pad…

As you can see, I am making different lists, but not too 
many, and only key lists that help me organize myself.

8. Time saving ideas for 
teams
When it comes to emails group emails, if something 
takes more than 3 email messages within one thread, 
within 10 minutes, 1 hour or one day and especially 
if it is something that is serious and getting conten-
tious by email, I put a stop to the emails and simply 
say, “lets end the email thread and we need to dis-
cuss this.” I then either organize a meeting or make a 
phone call.

This has become a standard norm in our work envi-
ronment and we train all leadership to use this tech-
nique to avoid conflicts and resolve contentious issues 
while they remain small and manageable. Quite often, 
emails do not relay the proper tone or even the wrong 
tone and misunderstandings and arguments may arise.

This can save you a lot of time if you address an issue 
before it becomes a major production.

Cut meeting times by 25 percent and only invite peo-

ple who need to be there for the meeting. If you a 
meeting that lasts one hour, it will likely take one 
hour. Make that meeting a 45-minutes and see if you 
can respect the new time limit.

In those meetings, instead of agenda items, try agen-
da questions; perhaps even consider limiting the ques-
tion to one. This might work towards focusing that 
meeting. You might even agree to other parameters 
for the meeting in advance to ensure everyone knows 
what the topic is about and what the end goal is.

Try one or more if these ideas and feel free to contact 
me to share your experiences or even other ideas, 
tools or techniques.

Manage your time well.

Subibe Choudhury - As the Associate Director of Ad-
ministration at the Comparative Medicine and Animal 
Resources Centre (CMARC) at McGill University, Sub-
ibe’s portfolio includes the Centre’s finances, budget, 
administrative and human resources functions. Sub-
ibe’s perspective on leadership can be summarized 
by one phrase “leadership development starts with 
self-reflection”.subibe.choudhury@mcgill.ca
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One Rack. Two Cages.

Just What You’d
Expect from a Solutions Provider.

As an end-to-end Solutions Provider, Allentown is committed to providing a comprehensive suite of products and 
services that fit your needs. That means we won’t try to sell you what you don’t want and can’t use, but instead provide 
you with a variety of options that can help you make the best choices for your animals and your research. 

Case in point is the EasyCageTM, Allentown’s disposable caging solution that works in the same IVCs that house our 
reusable NexGen cage systems. Because both cage systems work in the same rack, you have the ease and flexibility to 
work the way you want to, free from the limitations imposed by one system over the other.

REUSABLE
NexGen Mouse

Cage System

DISPOSABLE
EasyCage Mouse
Cage System

For more information go to EasyCage.com TM

Patent Pending
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People You 
Should Know

by Amy Ingraham

LAMA Writer

Jim Manke

Kathi Schlieff 

Institution/Facility: 
Association Solutions, Inc. 
(ASI). We are a full service as-
sociation management com-
pany, headquartered in Min-
neapolis,  with six association 
clients – four are national in 
scope and two are statewide 
in Minnesota

Job Title: We are co- owners 
of ASI – company has been in 
business for 20 years – we are 
also married to each other!
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Years involved in animal science: 
We became the management group for both LAMA and the Academy of Surgical Research 
in 2002. 

What certifi cations do you hold?
The Certifi cation of Association Executives (CAE) awarded by the American Society of Asso-
ciation Executives (ASAE)

How did you get involved with LAMA?  Prior to our selection as the management 
group for LAMA, the association had been an all volunteer organization. But as LAMA grew 
the leadership realized that the scope of work was getting too great for volunteers to han-
dle. 

Our role is to work with the LAMA Board of Directors and its committees to serve the best 
interests and professional growth of the members of the association.  We are responsible 
for maintaining the membership database, fi nancial management, annual LAMA / ATA 
meeting management, website maintenance and other assorted duties.

What did you want to be when you were growing up?  Did anyone inspire you?
Jim-  desired to be a sports broadcaster – drove him to achieve a masters degree in mass 
communication from the University of Minnesota. Then he realized that it would be a very 
diffi  cult career path and turned to association management in 1977. Still living the dream!

Kathi – Wanted to be an airline pilot and then realized her sense of direction was not all 
that good!

What are your current interests in animal science?
While we are not directly involved in animal science on a day to day basis, we have had 
the pleasure of meeting so many gifted professionals with LAMA over the past 16 years. We 
have not known so many true animal lovers!  

What is one thing no one would know/guess about you?
Jim- Enjoys watching TV, cooking shows, studying the recipes and then cooking the meals.
Kathi -  Can whistle so loud with two fi ngers in her mouth it could peel paint off  the wall.

Do you have any companion or farm animals?  
We travel about 80 nights a year to various client functions.  It  would not be fair to any ani-
mal to be with us and our erratic schedule!
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Book Review  
Management of Animal Care and Use Programmes in 
Research, Education and Testing - 2nd Edition

As anyone who knows the three 
editors would expect this is a 
superbly crafted volume. It is 
extremely comprehensive, divided 
into nine sections and 36 chapters 
over 857 pages. Sections include; 
Introduction/Historical Overview, 
Developing a Collaborative 
Culture of Caring, Compliance, 
Assessment and Assurance, 
Program Management and 
Stewardship of Resources, Physical 
Plant, Environment and Housing, 
Husbandry, Animal Health and Care, 
Conclusion.

In more than sixteen years since 
the original edition there have been 
many advances and changes in 
Biomedical Research. This second 
edition has been expanded to 
address change and provide a more 
thorough overview of the current 
complexities and extensiveness of 
the area worldwide. 

The chapters are written by 
individuals with expertise within the 
biomedical research industry. One 
possible weakness, given that it is 
aimed at an international audience, 
is only fi ve authors are from outside 
the USA which gives a strong bias to 
the content. Some of the terminology 
is diff erent from that used in the UK 
particularly that relating to roles 
within animal research but it is 
easily ‘translated’ so does not pose 
a problem to those readers more 
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Edited by Robert H. Weichbrod, Gail A. 
(Heidbrink)Thompson and John N. Norton

familiar with our own jobs titles.
Some of the sections hold few 
surprises to anyone who keeps up-
to-date with developments in facility 
design, planning, etc. Similarly basic 
facility management, environment and 
housing and animal husbandry is very 
much as one would expect although 
a chapter on water quality and water 
delivery systems is unusual until one 
reminds oneself that this book is 
intended for the international market 
including countries where municipal 
water supplies are at best erratic and 
in some cases non-existent.

However many sections/chapters 
introduce novel information previously 
only found in specialist text books 
or publications. The introduction 
and Historical overview of the use 
of animals both in research and 
society in general, provided in the fi rst 
section is both useful and interesting, 
especially to anyone who collaborates 
with internationally based colleagues. 
Starting with the creation of societies 
for the protection of cruelty to animals, 
for example the Royal Society for the 
Protection of Animals (RSPCA) in the 
UK in 1824. From necessity, this is 
only a summary but for the student 
of how both the biomedical research, 
the organization and protection of 
animals, and the human benefi ciaries, 
have all developed this is a helpful 
picture of training, legislation, etc. 

The establishment of a Culture of 
Care has been given increasing 
prominence in discussions between 
research establishments, legislators 
and animal welfare organizations in all 
developed countries and the section 
of establishing a Culture of Caring 
refl ects this. It discusses organizational 
responsibilities, fostering collaborative 

notes and responsibilities for members 
of an Institutional Animal Care and 
Use Committee (IACUC) or oversight 
body, Bioethics and animal use in 
programmes of research, teaching 
and testing, behavioral management 
programmes to promote Laboratory 
Animal Welfare. The section includes 
very useful statements from diff erent 
types of institutions and a outline 
of what a Culture of Care usually 
includes. In addition to these, tables 
outlining CIOMS-ICLAS Guiding 
principles for Biomedical Research 
involving animals are provided. 
As to be expected in a book for 
management, further chapters 
cover designing a Culture of Care 
including the structure of the human-
animal bond, staff  empowerment, 
communication, training and auditing. 

For those working in international 
companies with sites around the globe 
the chapter on harmonization of 
international care and use programme 
should be of interest. The adoption 
of the 3Rs has not been as rapid 
outside of the UK as it has been with 
our own community. However, they are 
now key components of international 
regulatory and guidance documents 
across the globe and there are 
descriptions of how acceptance of the 
basic principles has allowed a level of 
harmonization of animal care and use 
practices worldwide within the varying 
international legal systems.

In addition to animal welfare, human 
care is also dealt with and the role 
of the manager is outlined, including 
manager training. As well as discussion 
of the managers role the book also 
deals with employee composition 
and the diff erences in managing 
contract staff  from that of members 
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of permanent staff . Recruitment is also covered 
although obviously diff erences in employment 
law between countries exist. There is some useful 
guidance as to ways of encouraging recruiting 
employees from diverse backgrounds as well 
as tips on screening questions useful during 
telephone interviews and the use of modern 
technology such as Skype. Charts showing the 
diff erent technical and managerial roles are 
available. Occupational safety and health is 
well covered including a separate chapter on 
working with experimental hazards. Although 
possibly of less use to those of us working in the 
developed world, useful tables are provided as 
to appropriate Personal Protective equipment 
(PPE) when working with non-human primates 
as well as lists of zoonotic diseases which would 
be useful to consider when importing species 
especially where they have been sourced from 
non-laboratory environments. 

Education and training deals with not only 
the establishment of training programmes 
but also with why we need competent training 
and how we learn and the expectations of a 
management in the training environment. The 
chapters deals with the importance of training 
being a topic that the internal oversight board 
(IACUC, AWERB, etc) is involved in. The chapter 
also acknowledges that cultural diff erences need 
to be considered, not only the fact that English 
may not be the students fi rst language but also 
ways of learning may diff er. Usual reference 
material include lists of journals related to 
laboratory animal science and technology as 
well as contact information for various training 
groups outside of the major awarding bodies for 
qualifi cations associated with the biomedical 
industry.

I think a fi rst is achieved in this book in that, 
Fiscal management is addressed. From my own 
experience of facility management, other than 
personnel management, fi nancial control was 
probably the most diffi  cult task to grasp when 
fi rst achieving managerial status. The chapter 
not only covers planning, budgeting, control 
and monitoring it also provides a useful guide 
to the ever present problem of budget cuts and 
shortfalls. Technology is also touched on as we 
are possible sources of fi nancing. 

Possibly another fi rst in a book of this nature is 
the chapter on special security acknowledging 

the risk of both physical security threats from 
various parties, sadly currently not just from 
animal rights extremists and those of cyber-
attacks. A step by step approach is suggested 
and includes not only the planning and review 
stages but table top exercises, emergency 
planning and raising staff  awareness.

Another novel inclusion is the chapter existing 
and emerging information technology (IT). 
Obvious uses of IT are covered such as 
managing documents, ordering animals and 
other items, billing, accountancy, breeding 
programmes, etc. However, it is the use of IT 
for communication and collaboration in the 
current environment that it is of most interest 
and includes the use of social media and email. 
Unsurprisingly IT security is dealt with, although 
under the chapter dealing with special security 
considerations. 

You will appreciate that reviewing such a large 
vo lume containing vast amounts of information 
is diffi  cult and I apologize if I appear to have 
skimmed over topics. There is a wealth of useful 
tables, illustrations and references that the 
reader will fi nd helpful. As I mentioned earlier 
much of the information refl ects the Biomedical 
industry within the USA but this does not render 
the information irrelevant. Plenty of information 
relating to other countries is given and it is 
useful to be able to compare the situation within 
our won countries and establishments.

The editors and authors are to be congratulated 
on achieving such a high standard of 
publication and I would recommend that this 
book becomes a part of everyone’s library. 

This article fi rst appeared in Offi  cial Journal of 
the Institute of Animal Technology and European 
Federation of Animal Technologist, April 2018, Vol 
17 No 1. ISSN 1742-0385. Reprinted with permission. 
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Eff ective 
Knowledge 

Management 
Tools and 

Techniques
For every organization, people are the key asset. Their 

knowledge defi nes what the business knows and 
can accomplish.

by - Scott Hanton, Vincent Grassi

Charles Steinmetz, the wizard of Schenectady, 
was the most famous electrical engineer of his 
day. The story goes that when Henry Ford had 
exhausted the Ford Motor Company’s resources 
trying to fix a large electrical generator, he 
called on Steinmetz for help.1 Steinmetz arrived 
in Detroit and called for a pencil, paper, chalk, 
and a cot. After two days, he drew a line on the 
generator’s housing and asked the technicians 
to replace 16 wire windings. He submitted 
a bill for $10,000, a large sum in those days. 
Ford, surprised, requested an itemized invoice. 
Steinmetz replied:

1. $1 to draw a chalk line
2. $9,999 to know where to draw it

Ford paid the bill.
For every organization, people are the key asset. 
Their knowledge defines what the business knows 
and can accomplish. The knowledge of the staff 
is also constantly changing, and the knowledge 
needed for the organization is constantly 
changing too. This presents lab managers with 
several key knowledge management challenges, 
including how to identify:

 The knowledge possessed by the people
 The knowledge that is unique
 New knowledge needed by the 

organization
 How to effectively share and transfer 

knowledge
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The knowledge owned by an organization can be located in numerous places. Most labs are 
familiar with the variety of concrete knowledge or documented knowledge around the lab. 
Familiar documents containing important knowledge include reports, notebooks, methods, 
databases, shared drives, and hard drives. The aspect of the organization’s knowledge more 
difficult to identify and locate is the tacit knowledge contained in people’s heads.
Knowledge management is a set of processes and tools to address this organizational need. 
Here is a set of proven knowledge management processes and tools that will benefit most lab 
managers:

 Identification of critical knowledge (TVA grid)
 Knowledge-retention tools
 Knowledge mapping
 Communities of practice
 Idea management
 DeBono’s six hats
 Best-practice sharing
 Lessons learned

Each of these tools will be discussed in this article.

Knowledge management tools Critical knowledge grid
The critical knowledge grid2 used by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) is an excellent tool to 
map who has the critical knowledge and how much risk there is of losing it. Figure 1 shows the 
TVA critical knowledge grid.

Figure 1: TVA’s critical knowledge grid, showing the criticality of the knowledge
and the predicted risk of losing it.
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The lab manager can use the grid to document and manage knowledge transfer based on 
which staff have what levels of critical knowledge and when they might be expected to leave 
the organization. Retirement is not the only reason, as people often exit the organization for 
transfers, promotion, or personal reasons, so being aware of workforce transitions is critical.

Knowledge retention tools
Sharing knowledge with colleagues is an excellent way to retain knowledge within the 
organization. Lab managers should use the tools in Table 1 during cross-training to retain specific 
knowledge in the organization.
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Table 1: Knowledge retention tools for cross training
Tacit Tools Explicit Tools

Storytelling Documentation

On the Job Training On the Job Training

Mentoring Wiki

Lessons Learned  

Shadowing  

Wiki  

Storytelling enables senior staff to tell some of 
their favorite stories, and they usually talk about 
why in addition to what and how. Effective 
examples of how NASA uses storytelling to 
transfer knowledge are given in DeLong.3

On-the-job training and shadowing are related 
tools. In shadowing, the student watches the 
teacher execute a task, and in on-the-job training, 
the teacher watches the student work.
Mentoring provides the opportunity to pass not 
only tactical knowledge but also culture from 
experienced staff to younger people.
Writing internal wikis enables staff to explain 
pertinent details of the work and explain why 
different decisions are made.
Lessons learned enable the lab manager to 
establish a learning culture and take advantage of 
both positive and negative outcomes for learning 
for the whole organization.

Knowledge mapping
Knowledge mapping4 enables 
the lab manager to choose a 
specific process important to 
the organization and follow 
who requires specific elements 
of knowledge, who has it, and 
when it is needed. For many 
technical organizations, the 
knowledge map resembles 
other process maps that are 
familiar to technical staff.
There are several benefits of 
constructing knowledge maps. The process of 
creating the map forces lab managers to think 
critically about what knowledge is needed. 
Using the maps emphasizes the importance of 
knowledge sharing and generates an effective 

tool for less-experienced staff. Of course, 
there are also challenges in creating effective 
knowledge maps, including getting the right 
people in the room and motivating people to 
share and manage organizational knowledge 
instead of hoarding knowledge. As with any 
other effective business process, an important 
challenge is to institutionalize the process so that 
the knowledge is always up to date.

Community of practice
Figure 2 shows the Air Products knowledge 
management model based on communities of 
practice.5

Communities of practice (COPs) are focused on a 
general area of interest. The object is to bring a 
group of volunteers together with responsibility 
to achieve the community’s business goals. COPs 

are self-managed, hold regular meetings and 
events, and communicate regularly about the 
benefits they generate. The outcome of a COP 
is to nurture knowledge sharing and mutual 
learning from others within the community.
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Idea management5

New challenges require new ideas. As lab 
managers, we need to have mechanisms to 
encourage, attract, and evaluate new ideas. There 
are many ways to ask for new ideas; for example, 
a physical idea box, a virtual idea box, email, 
dropping by to chat, the Internet, networking, 
and brainstorming. A management process that 
requires active management of ideas through 
submittal and workflow will work well for an 
organization.
Once new ideas are generated, the ideas need 
to be sorted and evaluated. Mind-map software6 
or other nonlinear tools can be very effective in 
sorting new ideas. All new idea submissions must 
be evaluated. That needle in the haystack may be 
there. In addition, all submitters must be notified 
about their ideas. Lack of feedback will stifle 
the flow of good ideas. Good ideas need to be 
developed. Some relatively small fraction of ideas 
will hit the mark.

De Bono’s six hats
All humans carry unintended bias into most 
decisions. Lab managers need ways to counter the 
natural bias. Some common biases that need to 
be addressed include:

 Confirmation bias—selective search for 
evidence

 Premature termination—accepting the first 
alternative that might work

 Cognitive inertia—
unwillingness to change

 Selective perception—
screening out information

 Wishful thinking—seeing 
things in a certain (usually 
positive) light

 Choice-supportive bias—
distortion of memories of 
chosen and rejected options to 
make the chosen options seem 
more attractive

One useful tool to counter 
unintended bias is de Bono’s six 
hats.7 Using the tool provided by 
de Bono enables a more objective 
way to evaluate ideas or make 

decisions. The six hats approach enables a group 
to effectively consider all sides of an issue. 
Everyone wears the same hat at the same time, 
and everyone participates in every part of the 
discussion.

Table 2 shows the six hat s.

Table 2. Once the new ideas have been sorted 
and evaluated, some can be tried. The good 
old scientific method is often a good way to 
experiment with new ideas. Demonstrated ideas 
can be implemented. Implemented ideas can be 
good practices. Some good practices can become 
best practices— maybe it will work for someone 
else too.

Best practices 
A best practice is the current best way of doing 
work that has been implemented.5 The method is 
generating measurable benefits, and the idea can 
be replicated elsewhere in the company.
Best-practice sharing brings many advantages to 
the organization, including helping it:

 Save money
 Share best vendors and pricing
 Rapidly share proven solutions to common 

problems
 Rapidly get input on possible solutions
 Seek proven solutions
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 Rapidly share experience globally to related 
operations

 Connect people from different areas, 
businesses, or regions

 Rapidly share opportunities

Lessons learned
As mentioned above in the discussion of 
knowledge retention tools, lessons learned can 
be a powerful tool to create and propagate a 
learning culture. A popular and highly effective 
process for the capture and fast transfer of 
lessons learned is the after-action review.8 Lessons 
learned are designed to enable individual and 
organizational learning. The tool can be utilized 
before, during, or after any event or project. 
The lessons learned approach is primarily a tacit 
knowledge tool; participation is the key. It brings 
insight to not only what, how, or when things 
were done but also why they were done.

A lessons learned tool consists of five questions:
1. What did you expect to happen?
2. What actually happened?
3. Why did it happen?
4. What can we learn?
5. What do we need to do based on our 

learning?

Both positive and negative results should be 
discussed. To enable full participation, no blame 
or finger-pointing is allowed.
Lessons learned can bring significant benefits to 
the organization:

 Create a culture of learning
 Create a psychologically safe environment
 Share what people know
 Prevent the repetition of undesirable 

outcomes
 Appreciate new ideas
 Impart tacit knowledge that is difficult to 

express in writing
 Give background, context, and history; 

explain why
 Describe issues encountered
 Reveal how problems were solved
 Help align a team with their work

Summary
Knowledge is critical for any organization. Lab 
managers need to know the who, where, when, 
why, and how of a high number of different 
processes and protocols. To be successful in this 
role, the lab manager needs proficiency in a 
number of different knowledge management 
tools, a number of which were reviewed in 
this paper. A strong knowledge management 
program will retain critical knowledge, seek 
new knowledge, and generate a learning 
organization.
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The Four Phases of Project 
Management
-Harvard Business Review Staff 

Whether you’re in charge of developing a 
website, designing a car, moving a department 
to a new facility, updating an information 
system, or just about any other project (large or 
small), you’ll go through the same four phases 
of project management: planning, build-up, 
implementation, and closeout. Even though the 
phases have distinct qualities, they overlap.

For example, you’ll typically begin planning 
with a ballpark budget figure and an estimated 
completion date. Once you’re in the build-up and 
implementation phases, you’ll define and begin 
to execute the details of the project plan. That 
will give you new information, so you’ll revise 
your budget and end date—in other words, 
do more planning—according to your clearer 
understanding of the big picture.

Here’s an overview of each phase and the 
activities involved.

Planning: How to Map Out a 
Project
When people think of project planning, their 
minds tend to jump immediately to scheduling—
but you won’t even get to that part until the 
build-up phase. Planning is really about defining 
fundamentals: what problem needs solving, who 
will be involved, and what will be done.

 Determine the real problem to solve
Before you begin, take time to pinpoint what 
issue the project is actually supposed to fi x. 
It’s not always obvious. Say the CIO at your 
company has asked you, an IT manager, to 
develop a new database and data entry system. 

Photo by rawpixel on Unsplash
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You may be eager to jump right into the project 
to tackle problems you have struggled with 
firsthand. But will that solve the company’s 
problem? To increase the project’s chances of 
success, you must look beyond the symptoms 
you have observed—“We can’t get the data out 
fast enough” and “I have to sift through four 
different reports just to compile an update on my 
clients’ recent activity”—to find the underlying 
issues the organization is trying to address. Before 
designing the database, you should ask what type 
of data is required, what will be done with it, 
how soon a fix is needed, and so on. If you don’t, 
you’ll run the risk of wasting time and money 
by creating a solution that is too simplistic, too 
complicated, or too late—or one that doesn’t do 
what users need it to do.

Identify the stakeholders
The real problem will become even clearer once 
you figure out who all your stakeholders are—
that is, which functions or people might be 
affected by the project’s activities or outcomes, 
who will contribute resources (people, space, 
time, tools, and money), and who will use and 
benefit from the project’s output. They will work 
with you to spell out exactly what success on 
the project means. Have them sign off on what 
they expect at the end of the project and what 
they are willing to contribute to it. And if the 
stakeholders change midstream, be prepared not 
only to respond to the new players but also to 
include all the others in any decision to redirect 
the project.

Define project objectives
One of your most challenging planning tasks is 
to meld stakeholders’ various expectations into 
a coherent and manageable set of goals. The 
project’s success will be measured by how well 
you meet those goals. The more explicitly you 
state them at the outset, the less disagreement 
you will face later about whether you have met 
expectations.

In the planning phase, however, much is still in 
flux, so you’ll revise your objectives later on, as 
you gather information about what you need to 
achieve.

Determine scope, resources, and major 
tasks
Many projects fail either because they bite 
off more than they can chew and thus grossly 
underestimate time and money or because a 
significant part of the work has been overlooked. 
One tool that can help you avoid these problems 
is the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), which 
aids in the process of determining scope and tasks 
and developing estimates.

The underlying concept is to subdivide complex 
activities into their most manageable units. To 
create a WBS:

 Ask, “What will have to be done in order to 
accomplish X?”

 Continue to ask this question until your 
answer is broken down into tasks that 
cannot be subdivided further.

 Estimate how long it will take to complete 
these tasks and how much they will cost in 
terms of dollars and person-hours.

As a result of your thoughtful planning, you’ll 
be able to rough out an estimate of how many 
people—with what skills—you’ll need for the 
project. You’ll also have a good idea of how long 
the project will take.

Prepare for trade-offs
Time, cost, and quality are the three related 
variables that typically dictate what you can 
achieve.

Quality = Time + Cost

Change any of these variables, and you change 
your outcome. Of course, such alterations 
often occur in the middle of a project. If your 
time frame for developing a new database 
management system is suddenly cut in half, for 
instance, you will need to either employ twice the 
number of people or be satisfied with a system 
that isn’t as robust as originally planned. Don’t 
let bells and whistles get in the way of mission-
critical activities. The key is to establish a level of 
quality that meets your stakeholders’ needs.

Knowing from the start which variable is most 
important to each stakeholder will help you 
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make the right changes along the way. It’s your 
responsibility to keep every one informed of any 
tweaks and tell them what the consequences will 
be in terms of time, cost, and quality.

Build-Up: How to Get the Project 
Going
In the build-up phase, you bring your team 
together. Time estimates become schedules. Cost 
estimates become budgets. You gather your 
resources. You get commitments, and you make 
them.

Assemble your team
Your first task in this phase is to assess the 
skills needed for the project so you can get the 
right people on board. This assessment flows 
directly from the Work Breakdown Structure 
you did during the planning phase, in which you 
developed your best estimate of the necessary 
tasks and activities. You may need to bring in 
people— either temporary workers or employees 
from other parts of the organization—who have 
certain skills. Don’t forget to budget time and 
money for training to cover any gaps you can’t fill 
with people who are already up to speed.

Plan assignments
If you’ve built your own team, you’ve probably 
already decided who will do what. Or, if you’ve 
inherited a team but worked with the members 
before, you can still make the assignments 
yourself. But if a new, unfamiliar group is 
assigned to you, list the people on the team, list 
the skills required, and talk to each team member 
about her own skill set before you match people 
to tasks. This approach starts the process of team 
communication and cohesion.

Create the schedule
It would be nice if you could tally up the to-dos 
and say, “With the resources we have, we will 
need this much time”—and then get exactly what 
you’ve asked for. But the reality is, most projects 
come with fixed beginning and end dates, 
regardless of available resources.

To create a realistic schedule within those 
constraints, work backward from any drop-
dead deadlines you know about—that is, dates 

that cannot be changed—to see when your 
deliverables must be ready. For instance, if an 
annual report is due for a shareholder’s meeting 
and you know it takes the printer two weeks, 
then all the final art and copy for the report must 
be ready to go to the printer two weeks before 
the meeting.

Hold a kickoff meeting
As soon as you’ve chosen your players and set the 
schedule, bring everyone together for a kickoff 
meeting. Go over the project’s plan and objectives 
with the group in as much detail as possible, and 
review the proposed time frame. Be sure to clarify 
roles and responsibilities. Encourage people to 
point out spots where problems may occur and 
where improvements could be made. Take all 
suggestions seriously—especially in areas where 
the team members have more experience than 
you do—and adjust your estimates and activities 
accordingly.

Develop a budget
The first question to ask when developing a 
budget is, “What will it take to actually do the 
work?” To determine your costs, break down the 
project into the following categories: personnel, 
travel, training, supplies, space, research, capital 
expenditures, and overhead.

After you’ve entered the figures from these 
standard categories into the budget, ask a trusted 
adviser what you forgot. Did you overlook 
insurance? Licensing fees? Costs for legal or 
accounting support?

A budget, no matter how carefully planned, is just 
your best guess. Expect actual numbers to deviate 
from original estimates, and stay as flexible as 
possible within your limitations of time, quality 
demands, and total money available.

Implementation: How to Execute 
the Project
It’s time to put the plan into action. The 
implementation phase is often the most 
gratifying, because work actually gets done, but 
it can also be the most frustrating. The details can 
be tedious and, at times, overwhelming.
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Monitor and control process and budget
Whether you have a formal project control system 
in place or you do your own regular check-ups, 
try to maintain a big-picture perspective so that 
you don’t become engulfed by details and petty 
problems. Project-monitoring software systems 
can help you measure your progress.

No single approach works for all projects. A 
system that’s right for a large project can easily 
swamp a small one with paperwork, whereas a 
system that works for small projects won’t have 
enough muscle for a big one.

Respond quickly to changes in data or 
information as they come in, and look for early 
signs of problems so you can initiate corrective 
action. Otherwise, all you are doing is monitoring, 
not exercising control. Make it clear to your 
team that your responses to problems that arise 
won’t do any good if you don’t receive timely 
information. (But don’t jump in to fix things too 
quickly—allow your team members to work out 
small problems on their own.

Watch the real numbers as they roll in to ensure 
that they are matching the budgeted amounts. Be 
ready to explain why extra costs are unavoidable. 
Common ones that sneak up on projects include 
increased overtime to keep things on schedule, 
consultant fees to resolve unforeseen problems, 
and fluctuations in currency exchange rates.

Report progress
Stakeholders will generally want regular updates 
and status reports. Consult with them to see how 
much information they’d like and in what format. 
Don’t hide or downplay problems as they come 
up, or you can easily transform them into crises. If 
you keep your stakeholders informed, they may 
turn out to be good resources when issues do 
arise.

Hold weekly team meetings
When you’re immersed in project details, it’s easy 
to be diverted from critical activities to side paths 
that waste time. You and your team can stay 
focused by meeting once a week and periodically 
asking yourselves what’s essential to the project’s 
success.

Set clear agendas for your meetings. Try 
structuring them around production numbers, 
revenue goals, or whatever other metrics you’ve 
chosen to gauge performance. Many of your 
agenda items will naturally stem from targets 
the project has missed, met, or exceeded: For 
instance, you may need to discuss as a group 
whether to incorporate more travel into the 
project because you’ve noticed a decline in 
productivity at a satellite office. Or you might ask 
the product designers on your team to continue 
gathering among themselves on a biweekly 
basis because they’ve doubled their creative 
output since they’ve begun doing so. Keep the 
momentum going by following up each week on 
any to-dos and connecting them with the metrics 
for overall performance. Also, celebrate small 
successes along the way—that will rekindle the 
team’s enthusiasm as you make progress toward 
your larger objectives.

Manage problems
Some problems have such far-reaching 
consequences that they can threaten the success 
of the entire project. The most common are: time 
slippage, scope creep, quality issues, and people 
problems.

Pay attention to small signs of emerging 
problems, such as a team member’s increased 
tension and irritability, loss of enthusiasm, or 
inability to make decisions. When you see signs 
like these, get to the heart of the problem quickly 
and deal with it. Don’t let it grow from a small 
irritant into a disaster.

Closeout: How to Handle End 
Matters
Though some projects feel endless, they all, 
eventually, come to a close. How do you, as 
project manager, know when to make that 
happen? And how do you go about it?

Evaluate project performance
Before closing out your project, your team needs 
to meet its goals (or determine, along with key 
stakeholders, that those goals no longer apply). 
Compare your progress with the scope everyone 
agreed on at the beginning. That will tell you 
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how well the project has performed—and if 
there’s still work to do. When you discuss your 
findings with your stakeholders, make sure you 
reach consensus with them on how “finished” 
the project is. Keep your scope front and center 
so everyone uses the same yardstick to measure 
success.

Close the project
The steps you take to wrap things up will depend 
on whether your team assumes ownership of its 
own deliverables, hands them off to others in 
the organization, or must terminate the project 
altogether.

If all has gone as planned with your project, then 
it’s time for celebration. Even if, as is more likely, 
there are some rough spots along the way—the 
project takes longer than expected, the result is 
less than hoped for, or the costs overtake your 
estimates—it’s still important to recognize the 
team’s efforts and accomplishments.

Debrief with the team
No matter what the outcome, make sure you have 
scheduled a post-evaluation—time to debrief and 
document the process so that the full benefits 
of lessons learned can be shared. The post-
evaluation is an opportunity for discovery, not 
for criticism and blame. Team members who fear 
they’ll be punished for past problems may try to 
hide them rather than help find better ways of 
handling them in the future.

Adapted from HBR Guide to Project Management; 
content originally published in Pocket Mentor: 
Managing Projects, Harvard Business Review Press, 
2006.

“Remember the two benefi ts of 
failure. First, if you do fail, you 
learn what doesn’t work; and 
second, the failure gives you 
the opportunity to try a new 
approach.” ~ Roger Von Oech
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New Scie
Promot

Collaboration Space
The New Scientifi c Workplace (NSW) provides numerous col-
laboration spaces where researchers and staff  can meet while 
maintaining clear visibility into the nearby labs.
Courtesy of CannonDesign

Flexible Lighting Scheme
Ambient lighting for the lab is enhanced with task lighting for projects 
done at the bench.
Courtesy of CannonDesign
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entifi c Workplace 
tes Collaboration 

and Innovation
 

BY REMOVING BARRIERS
-by Tracy Carbasho

Environment Ensures Productivity with Latest 
Technology and Variety of Work Settings 

The new scientifi c workplace (NSW) 
transcends departmental and 
organizational boundaries to create a 
high-performance open environment that 
fosters multidisciplinary collaboration, 
creativity, productivity, innovation, and 
product development. While the concepts 
of multidisciplinary teamwork and open 
buildings are not new, the NSW uses an 
overarching approach to ensure a facility is 
fl exible enough for future development, and 
provides an environment that attracts top 
scientists.

“The NSW is incredibly inspiring, as the entire 
building works to create a high-quality, 
highly branded lifestyle experience that was 
designed to attract the best scientists and 
stimulate creativity through interaction,” 
says Sara Schonour, vice president of 
CannonDesign. “In this melting pot for the 
mobile scientist, multiple disciplines are 
thrown together in an interactive cocktail 
of continuous collaboration fueled by high 

technology and hotel-style amenities.”
Historically, labs have been designed with 
fi xed casework to accommodate researchers 
by putting all necessary resources at their 
fi ngertips, often cluttering the lab, creating 
unsafe environments, making it diffi  cult for 
those in the lab to easily collaborate with 
others, and impeding future fl exibility.

“The old methodologies tried to provide a 
universal fl exibility,” says Matthew Malone, 
practice leader for science and technology 
at Perkins + Will in New York. “The NSW 
provides a tailored fl exibility.”

The NSW is custom designed to meet the 
functional, fi nancial, and special research 
and teaching needs of a specifi c institution. 
It represents a shift in workplace culture 
where numerous disciplines work seamlessly 
together to reinforce a company’s values 
in an engaging environment that enhances 
discovery discussions, knowledge creation, 
and product improvement across the 
business, and increases the speed to market.
Designing a successful NSW requires 
insight into how satisfaction with the work 

“Remember the two benefi ts of 
failure. First, if you do fail, you 
learn what doesn’t work; and 
second, the failure gives you 
the opportunity to try a new 
approach.” ~ Roger Von Oech
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environment is linked to higher productivity 
of users and an understanding of which 
technological advances are needed to 
support the open lab concept, increase 
fl exibility, and save energy.

Choice of Workplace Settings
Facilitating teamwork and discussions 
between multiple disciplines begins by 
providing researchers and staff  with a variety 
of work settings where they can concentrate 
on individual work in focus rooms and quiet 
areas; collaborate with colleagues in teaming 
spaces, huddle areas, or conference rooms; 
connect at social hubs, such as cafés or 
lounges, for casual ad hoc conversations; 
and comprehend and learn new skillsets in 
training areas, seminar rooms, or libraries.
The convenience of public, private, social, 
and professional places enriches the work 
experience, maximizes scientifi c processes, 
and improves effi  ciency.

“Researchers or knowledge workers have 
various activities throughout a typical day,” 
says Myung Kim, former associate vice 
president at CannonDesign. “Proximity to 
daylight, views and a connection with nature, 
intriguing design treatments, and fl exibility/
choice give the users unique experiences 
and opportunities.”

CannonDesign provides insight into how 
they helped CJ Corp. in South Korea and 
Novartis in Cambridge, Mass., create a 
successful NSW. CJ Corp., a pharmaceutical, 
biotechnology, and food research company, 
now has approximately 50 diff erent types of 
spaces where workers can meet, collaborate, 
rest, and rejuvenate in cafés, terraces, micro 
test kitchens, coff ee areas, seminar rooms, 
library, discovery workshops, lounges, a 
living forest, water garden, spa, fi tness room, 
and sleeping pods.

With CannonDesign as the architect 
of record for the Novartis project, in 
association with design architects Maya 
Lin Studios and Toshiko Mori Architects, 
the team worked to create an ideal work 

environment for research, with specifi c 
emphasis on increasing the exchange of 
knowledge and levels of interdisciplinary 
collaboration.

Strategic Design Elements
Transforming an environment into an NSW 
requires strategic planning and sometimes 
radical design changes to accommodate the 
needs of an organization and its staff . Lab 
planning, the use of technology, structural 
features, the inclusion of various types 
of work settings, and MEP needs must be 
synchronized during the design phase. It 
is also helpful to obtain user input during 
design to educate them about the design 
approach and to ensure buy-in for change 
management.

The laboratory environment must support 
collaboration and creative interaction by 
using technology, removing visual and 
physical barriers, utilizing the most effi  cient 
lighting, maintaining access to necessary 
support areas and equipment, having an 
effi  cient maintenance program to eliminate 
clutter and provide a safe workplace, and 
integrating infrastructure with fl exibility 
tailored to each organization.

CJ Corp. sought to consolidate its various 
business entities into a new 1-million-sf 
research and development facility. Novartis 
wanted to establish a pilot research space to 
help the company collocate multiple rental 
properties in Cambridge. Both projects 
focused on workplace strategy, lab planning, 
lighting design, and MEP engineering.

Workplace Strategy and Lab Planning
A universal grid system, consisting of 
three 10.5-foot planning modules, makes 
it easy to transform the inside of a space 
without having to do any dramatic work to 
the infrastructure, making interior spaces 
infi nitely adaptable. A universal bench 
increases fl exibility and the utilization of labs 
and desks. This bench design changes the 
traditional 6-by 2.5-foot bench to one that is 
5 feet long and 2.5 feet deep. The new bench 
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is on wheels and can be confi gured in linear, 
T-shape, U-shape, or L-shape depending on 
team, project, and process.

“Transcending from the old notion of lab and 
offi  ce, the universal bench can be used for 
both instrumentation and desk activities,” 
says Schonour. “This allows greater fl exibility 
to scale up or down instrumentation or 
headcount for a multitude of changing 
environments, such as contractors or 
summer interns. This eliminates the need for 
write-up space in the lab and encourages 
more open teaming spaces. Basically, people 
sit with their phone and desk, and then they 
also do benchtop instrumentations at the 
same locations in this open lab environment.”
Creating an NSW at CJ Corp. meant 
grouping open and enclosed labs together.

Fixed elements, such as safety stations, 
sinks, reagent cabinets; and tall equipment, 
including fume hoods, biosafety cabinets, 
clean benches, and refrigerators/freezers, 
are located along the building core. The 
tall equipment is also enclosed to provide a 
safer working area and eff ective ventilation 
for equipment load. The reagent shelf is 
limited to one at the lab bench, and upper 
shelves are eliminated to enhance safety 
and permit daylight penetration, views into 
other areas of the lab, and general lighting 
proliferation.

NSW facilities often provide open teaming 
spaces throughout the lab environment, so 
researchers can have ad hoc conversations 
in the work area instead of going to a 
conference room. Private offi  ces were 
eliminated at Novartis to provide write-up at 
the bench and a variety of lounge, meeting, 
and collaboration spaces.

Lighting and MEP Considerations 
Providing suffi  cient daylight access and 
proper lighting in work areas is essential 
in an NSW. Overall ambient lighting with 
task lighting at specifi c benches and work 
environments off ers the best approach. This 
allows the most energy-intense lighting to be 

localized at the bench and equipment where 
it is truly needed, and eliminates the need 
to provide augmented light levels across the 
entire lab.

“As bench layouts are reconfi gured, the task 
lighting moves with the furniture, ensuring a 
consistently high-quality visual experience 
regardless of physical location,” says 
Schonour.

The biggest challenge with lighting at 
CJ Corp. was deciding whether to use 
fl uorescent lights, which are cheaper to 
install, or LED technology, which is more 
expensive upfront. LED lights were selected 
after a lifecycle analysis showed they are 
more energy effi  cient and easier to maintain, 
amounting to long-term savings.

CannonDesign helped to create a new 
articulating bench task light to allow 
Novartis to realize maximum fl exibility. 
Users can adjust the head and body of the 
fi xture, which features on-board controls and 
occupancy sensing.

In addition to the most effi  cient placement 
of lighting, MEP factors must be considered 
when designing an NSW. An active chilled 
beam system can be synchronized with the 
universal grid system, so it will not require 
reconfi guration in the future but will off er 
eff ective ventilation and temperature control 
as bench layout changes.

CannonDesign developed custom MEP 
design and distribution strategies to support 
actual lab functions at Novartis, rather 
than using rule-of-thumb assumptions. 
Each of the two lab towers at Novartis has 
a dedicated service core, in addition to 
the public core. Point-of-use areas, where 
consumables like gloves and fl asks are 
stored, are situated on service pathways 
adjacent to the cores. Keeping clear paths 
from the service cores to the point-of-use 
areas allows consumables to be delivered 
more quickly in and out of the research area.
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Best Use of Technology
Using technology and conferencing tools in 
the open lab area enhances collaboration 
and blurs the lines between offi  ce and lab.

“By creating dry erase walls and audiovisual 
monitors in the open teaming areas, 
researchers can easily exchange ideas and 
data,” says Kim. “Of course, collaboration 
spaces remotely separated from the lab 
environment enable researchers to enjoy 
food and beverages and a change of 
scenery from the lab.”

Novartis assigns an iPad to each researcher 
for downloading research data from analytic 
equipment and ordering consumables just 
in time for delivery. The consumables are 
stored centrally campus-wide, freeing up 
research space in the labs.

Novartis stores shared analytical equipment 
in tech zones surrounded by glass, 
permitting transparency into the labs. The 
zones include overhead services and a 
solvent delivery system.

The new scientifi c workplace provides 
opportunities for increased collaboration, 
innovation, and speed to market, while 
providing an environment that is energy 
effi  cient, fl exible, and less costly to maintain.

“Creativity can’t be brought about by the 
building, but the building can enable it,” says 
Malone.
By Tracy Carbasho
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“Teamwork is the ability to work together 
toward a common vision. The ability to 

direct individual accomplishments toward 
organizational objectives. It is the fuel that 

allows common people to attain uncommon 
results.” – Andrew Carnegie 
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How Humble 
Leadership  
Really 
Works
 BY DAN CABLE

 When you’re a leader — no matter how long 
you’ve been in your role or how hard the 
journey was to get there — you are merely 
overhead unless you’re bringing out the 
best in your employees. Unfortunately, 
many leaders lose sight of this.
Power, as my colleague Ena Inesi has 
studied, can cause leaders to become 
overly obsessed with outcomes and 
control, and, therefore, treat their 
employees as means to an end. As I’ve 
discovered in my own research, this ramps 
up people’s fear — fear of not hitting 
targets, fear of losing bonuses, fear of 
failing — and as a consequence people 
stop feeling positive emotions and their 
drive to experiment and learn is stifl ed.

Take for example a UK food delivery 
service that I’ve studied. The engagement 
of its drivers, who deliver milk and bread 
to millions of customers each day, was 
dipping while management was becoming 
increasingly metric-driven in an eff ort 
to reduce costs and improve delivery 
times. Each week, managers held weekly 
performance debriefs with drivers and 
went through a list of problems, complaints, 
and errors with a clipboard and pen. This 
was not inspiring on any level, to either 
party. And, eventually, the drivers, many 
of whom had worked for the company for 
decades, became resentful.

This type of top-down leadership is 
outdated, and, more importantly, 
counterproductive. By focusing too much 
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on control and end goals, and not enough 
on their people, leaders are making it 
more diffi  cult to achieve their own desired 
outcomes.

The key, then, is to help people feel 
purposeful, motivated, and energized so they 
can bring their best selves to work.

There are a number of ways to do this, as 
I outline in my new book Alive at Work. But 
one of the best ways is to adopt the humble 
mind-set of a servant leader. Servant leaders 
view their key role as serving employees as 
they explore and grow, providing tangible 
and emotional support as they do so.

To put it bluntly, servant-leaders have the 
humility, courage, and insight to admit that 
they can benefi t from the expertise of others 
who have less power than them. They actively 
seek the ideas and unique contributions of 
the employees that they serve. This is how 
servant leaders create a culture of learning, 
and an atmosphere that encourages 
followers to become the very best they can.

Humility and servant leadership do not 
imply that leaders have low self-esteem, 
or take on an attitude of servility. Instead, 
servant leadership emphasizes that the 
responsibility of a leader is to increase the 
ownership, autonomy, and responsibility of 
followers — to encourage them to think for 
themselves and try out their own ideas.

Here’s how to do it.

Ask how you can help employees do 
their own jobs better — then listen
It sounds deceivingly simple: Rather than 
telling employees how to do their jobs better, 
start by asking them how you can help them 
do their jobs better. But the eff ects of this 
approach can be powerful.

Consider the food-delivery business I 
previously mentioned. Once its traditional 
model was disrupted by newer delivery 
companies, the management team decided 
that things needed to change. The company 
needed to compete on great customer 

service, but, in order to do so, they needed 
the support of their employees who provided 
the service. And, they needed ideas that 
could make the company more competitive.

After meeting with consultants at 
PricewaterhouseCoopers and some training, 
the management team tried a new format 
for its weekly performance meetings with the 
drivers.

The new approach? Instead of nit-picking 
problems, each manager was trained to 
simply ask their drivers, “How can I help 
you deliver excellent service?” As shown in 
the research of Bradley Owens and David 
Heckman, leaders need to model these types 
of servant-minded behaviors to employees 
so that employees will better serve 
customers.

There was huge scepticism at the beginning, 
as you can imagine. Drivers’ dislike of 
managers was high, and trust was low. But as 
depot managers kept asking “How can I help 
you deliver excellent service?” some drivers 
started to off er suggestions. For example, 
one driver suggested new products like 
Gogurts and fun string cheese that parents 
could get delivered early and pop into their 
kids’ lunches before school. Another driver 
thought of a way to report stock shortages 
more quickly so that customers were not left 
without the groceries they ordered.

Small changes created a virtuous cycle. As 
the drivers got credit for their ideas and 
saw them put into place, they grew more 
willing to off er more ideas, which made the 
depot managers more impressed and more 
respectful, which increased the delivery 
people’s willingness to give ideas, and so 
on. And, depot managers learned that some 
of the so-called “mistakes” that drivers were 
making were actually innovations they had 
created to streamline processes and still 
deliver everything on time. These innovations 
helped the company deliver better customer 
service.

What it comes down to is this: employees 
who do the actual work of your organization 
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often know better than you how to do a great 
job. Respecting their ideas, and encouraging 
them to try new approaches to improve work, 
encourages employees to bring more of 
themselves to work.

As one area manager summarized: “We really 
thought that we knew our delivery people 
inside out, but we’ve realized that there was 
a lot we were missing. Our weekly customer 
conversation meetings are now more 
interactive and the conversations are more 
honest and adult in their approach. It’s hard 
to put into words the changes we are seeing.”

Create low-risk spaces for 
employees to think of new ideas
Sometimes the best way for leaders to serve 
employees — and their organization — is 
to create a low-risk space for employees to 
experiment with their ideas. By doing so, 
leaders encourage employees to push on the 
boundaries of what they already know.

For example, when Jungkiu Choi moved 
from Singapore to China to start his gig as 
head of Consumer Banking at Standard 
Chartered, he learned that one of the 
cultural expectations of his new job was 
to visit the branches and put pressure on 
branch managers to cut costs. Branch staff  
would spend weeks anxiously preparing for 
the visit.

Jungkiu changed the nature of these 
visits. Instead of emphasizing his formal 
power, he started showing up at branches 
unannounced, starting his visit by serving 
breakfast to the branch employees. Then, 
Jungkiu would hold “huddles” and ask how 
he could help employees improve their 
branches. Many branch employees were very 
surprised and initially did not know how to 
react. But Jungkiu’s approach tamped down 
employees’ anxiety and encouraged ideation 
and innovative ideas.

Over the course of one year, Jungkiu visited 
over eighty branches in twenty-fi ve cities. 
His consistency and willingness to help 
convinced employees who were sceptical at 

fi rst. The huddles exposed many simple “pain 
points” that he could easily help solve (for 
example, training for the new bank systems, 
or making upgrades to computer memory so 
that the old computers could handle the new 
software).

Other employee innovation ideas were larger. 
For example, one of the Shanghai branches 
was inside of a shopping mall. In the huddle, 
employees asked Jungkiu if they could 
open and close the same times as the mall’s 
operating hours (rather than the typical 
branch operating hours). The team wanted 
to experiment with working on the weekends. 
Within a few months, this branch’s weekend 
income generation surpassed its entire 
weekday income. This was not an idea that 
Jungkiu had even imagined.

These experiments paid off  in terms 
of company performance. Customer 
satisfaction increased by 54 percent during 
the two-year period of Jungkiu’s humble 
leadership. Complaints from customers were 
reduced by 29 percent during the same 
period. The employee attrition ratio, which 
had been the highest among all of the 
foreign banks in China, was reduced to the 
lowest among all foreign banks in China.

Be humble
Leaders often do not see the true value of 
their charges, especially “lower-level” workers. 
But when leaders are humble, show respect, 
and ask how they can serve employees as 
they improve the organization, the outcomes 
can be outstanding. And perhaps even more 
important than better company results, 
servant leaders get to act like better human 
beings.

Dan Cable is professor of organizational 
behavior at London Business 
School. His new book is Alive 
at Work: The Neuroscience 
of Helping Your People Love 
What They Do. 
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Creating a 
Successful 
Training 
Program

By Donna Kridelbaugh

Lab Managers can get the most 
out of training programs by being 
proactive in identifying relevant 

training needs, leveraging networks 
of training experts, and fostering a 

culture of continuous learning
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Successful programs are relevant, aligned 
with business goals, and have management 
and staff  buy-in

Training to keep staff  updated on the skills 
needed to meet business demands, address 
changing industry trends, and use new 
technologies is a mission-critical component 
of any lab-based organization. Lab 
managers can get the most out of training 
programs by being proactive in identifying 
relevant training needs, leveraging networks 
of training experts, and fostering a culture 
of continuous learning. This article features 
advice from three training experts on 
best practices for the eff ective design 
and implementation of training programs, 
including how to promote knowledge transfer 
back to the lab bench.

How to identify training needs
Training is required to prepare staff  to 
respond to changes within an organization 

(e.g., meet new regulatory requirements) 
and stay competitive in a technologically 
advancing market. Thus, lab managers 
should research industry trends to forecast 
future training needs. For example, 
John Balchunas, assistant director of 
professional development programs 
with the Biomanufacturing Training and 
Education Center at North Carolina State 
University (www.btec.ncsu.edu), recommends 
regularly attending trade shows and talking 
to vendors to stay apprised of emerging 
technologies.

Another focus area for training needs is 
to fi ll skill gaps. At the organizational level, 
a data-driven approach, as described 
by Scott Hanton and Todd McEvoy in a 
previous Lab Manager article1, can be taken 
to continuously analyze workforce capacity 
in terms of which skills are available, which 
new skills are needed, and which skills are 
at risk of being lost. From there, managers 
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can determine strategies (e.g., cross-training 
plans) to fi ll any gaps.

Kevin L. Farris, training and qualifi cations 
manager for the health, energy, and 
environment programs at Oak Ridge 
Associated Universities (orau.org), also 
suggests managers regularly perform a 
gap analysis with individuals directly to 
determine which skills may need to be 
updated. As he explains, “It is as simple as 
discussing where you are now, and where 
you need to be. Once the decision is made 
on where you need to be, work together to 
create competency statements to defi ne the 
expected knowledge, skills, and abilities that 
staff  must meet.”

Another training need that can be fulfi lled 
by industrystandard certifi cation programs, 
according to Andrew Pokelwaldt, director of 
certifi cations for the American Composites 
Manufacturers Association (acmanet.org), is 
exposing R&D experts to the manufacturing 
sector, so they can learn how products 
are used in the fi eld. This information can 
improve product design and inform new 
areas of research.

Defi ne the objectives to get group 
buy-in
After identifying training needs, the specifi c 
objectives and learning outcomes need to 
be defi ned and communicated to staff . As 
Balchunas observes, “Far too often, I have 
potential clients come to me to schedule a 
training course before they have really sat 
down to think about what they need their 
employees to learn. Once they have a basic 
understanding of the learning outcomes 
they want to obtain for themselves or their 
team, we can work with them to design an 
eff ective program.”

Both senior management and staff  buy-
in are important for the success of a 
training program. Importantly, training 
needs to be relevant and in alignment with 
organizational goals. Balchunas expounds, 
“In developing an internal business case 

for a training endeavor, individuals and 
managers can benefi t by demonstrating to 
senior leadership how training strategies 
and learning objectives are aligned with 
business drivers and needs.” And he 
continues, “Conversely, it is equally important 
that individual participants understand 
why they are taking a given course. Without 
selling participants on the value and 
purpose of a course, initiatives run the 
risk of failure due to boredom or perceived 
irrelevance.”

Change-management principles also can 
be applied to eff ectively communicate the 
importance of a training program and get 
group buy-in.2 As Pokelwaldt points out, 
“Sometimes the best way to put training 
together and fi nd out what’s needed is to 
look at the pain points—where everybody 
has something vested in the training and will 
care about it.”

Leverage networks in creating 
training programs
A number of factors (e.g., cost, quality 
of training, staff  expertise) should be 
considered when evaluating whether new 
training will be accomplished in-house or 
outsourced to a third party. Farris suggests 
taking a systematic approach. He explains, 
“Start by preparing a project management 
plan with a focus on a work breakdown 
structure, and analyze cost related to each 
component.”

Often, a hybrid of both internal and 
external training sources is needed to meet 
requirements. As Balchunas concludes in 
a recent article3, “In carefully leveraging a 
mix of internal and external learning and 
development partners to understand and 
address learning challenges, companies 
can minimize costs and bring outside 
perspectives, ideas, and subject matter 
expertise to move their businesses forward.”
The benefi ts of using an external training 
partner are many, including a curriculum 
based on industry standards and the latest 
technologies, the use of fewer internal 
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resources (e.g., reduced costs and materials), 
and support from training consultants who 
can help tailor programs to fi t clients’ needs. 
Also, Pokelwaldt underscores that training 
certifi cations obtained from an independent 
agency can be used for marketing purposes 
to demonstrate that products and 
services are being provided by qualifi ed 
organizations, especially where quality and 
safety are of utmost importance.

Focus on active learning and 
engagement
Gone are the days of boring classroom 
lectures and noninteractive formats. Those 
training styles lead to complacent employees 
and make training an unwelcomed chore. 
As Pokelwaldt explains, “People have gotten 
so used to [the idea of] a training day and 
think they just sit there. And that’s usually 
not going to get very good results. Engage 
people in some kind of conversation about 
the topic.”

To do so, Pokelwaldt uses a variety 
of activities, from interactive polls to 
demonstrations, to keep trainees alert and 
to address diff erent learning styles. Likewise, 
Balchunas reports that his programs 
have adopted a 50/50 split between time 
spent on classroom activities and hands-
on experience operating laboratory and 
production equipment.

And training doesn’t always have to be 
a formal process. For example, Farris 
recommends integrating regular topical 
discussions (e.g., technology review, scenario-
based situations) during normally scheduled 
staff  meetings. Such activities also promote 
collaboration and team-building skills. 
Additionally, he suggests holding focus 
groups to ask employees which learning 
activities engage them most.

Assess value of training toward 
objectives
Assessing the value of training programs 
can take two approaches: evaluating the 
overall eff ectiveness of the program toward 

reaching organizational objectives and 
measuring profi ciencies at the individual 
level. At the organizational level, assessment 
can be tied to key metrics (e.g., fewer 
safety incidents, increased productivity) 
and monitored over time. For individuals, 
learning outcomes and trainee satisfaction 
can be determined with the use of pre- 
and post-surveys and course evaluations. 
But Balchunas recommends keeping this 
data anonymous so employees don’t fear 
repercussions. Also, Farris points out, there 
are industry standards (e.g., Kirkpatrick 
Model), which evaluate both organizational 
and individual results4, that can be adopted 
for internal use.

Another key aspect to motivating staff  
and improving learning outcomes is 
setting expectations for post-training 
performance. Farris emphasizes that annual 
performance plans can then outline any 
desired competency levels and mandatory 
performance requirements. Training can also 
be tied to an individualized reward structure 
(e.g., paid time off ). Pokelwaldt advises that 
employees be made aware of any incentive 
in advance, especially for voluntary training 
programs. He also has found that one of 
the best incentives is making the training 
a requirement to qualify for applying for a 
promotion to a diff erent position.

Transfer knowledge to the lab bench
The training experts recommend a number 
of ways to promote knowledge transfer 
back to the lab bench. These include 
revising procedures to integrate elements 
of the new training, providing opportunities 
for employees to apply their new skills 
and showcase progress, and using a 
recertifi cation process with a continuing-
education component. Also, a training 
mentor could be assigned who can serve 
as a go-to resource and can share process 
knowledge. This is helpful especially with 
mentors who are nearing retirement.

Pokelwaldt emphasizes that repetition is 
key to retaining knowledge (e.g., standard 
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operating procedure) acquired from training. 
He suggests continuing to present the 
material to employees on a regular basis, 
but in diff erent formats. For example, he 
often supplies clients with quick stand-up 
meeting materials that can be integrated 
into weekly staff  meetings. As Pokelwaldt 
emphasizes, “Best practice is sometimes not 
what’s done for a lot of diff erent reasons, but 
if it’s in front of them all the time and they 
are constantly seeing a review of it then they 
tend to do a better job. It becomes second 
nature.”

Model continuous learning in the 
workplace
Overall, it is important to model a culture 
of continuous learning in the workplace. 
Technical staff  members tend to be 
curious by nature and are self-actuated 
learners. Balchunas encourages a two-way 
communication fl ow between managers 
and employees to understand employees’ 
ongoing challenges and interests that will 
inform training demands. Likewise, Farris 
advises, “Hold staff  accountable for retaining 
knowledge, but also permit fl exibility to allow 
them to attend seminars, symposia, and 
technical meetings related to their areas of 
expertise.”

Pokelwaldt notes that open lines of 
communication during training and 
assessment should be encouraged because 
it can yield useful insight for process 
improvement. For example, if employees 
are observed deviating from a standard 
operating procedure learned during training, 
then a root-cause analysis can be performed 
with staff  input to determine why and how to 
correct it.

Finally, competency-based training can be 
a good way to keep employees engaged and 
satisfi ed professionally. Pokelwaldt points 
out that outdated management practices 
(e.g., raises based on years of service) may 
drive employees to leave, especially early-
career professionals. As he explains, “For 
employers, retention gets harder and harder, 

especially at the technician level. I don’t think 
a lot of places do a really good job thinking 
about how to keep these people, especially 
if [they’re] young people who are really hard 
workers and doing a great job. Promote them 
quickly, give them other responsibilities, 
or get them into some type of leadership 
position, because if you don’t they are going 
to go somewhere else. ”
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Training
 the Next 

Generation
by Susan Kopp 

As an educator in an urban veterinary 
technology program, I often encounter 
students beginning their professional 
studies who are passionate about their 
commitment to a career working with 
animals. Typically, they have also fi rmly 
decided that they will never accept a job 
in the animal research fi eld. They object to 
animal research in general because of what 
they assume is the abject mistreatment of 
animals housed in laboratories.

Chatting again with these students two 
years later as they prepare for graduation, 

however, I am increasingly fi nding that many 
reconsider those fi rm convictions. In fact, 
even in a strong job market for veterinary 
technicians, some of these graduates are 
actually choosing to enter the laboratory 
animal care fi eld.

What is causing such an about-face? 
Listening to their experiences, I have noted 
that this change is due, in no small part, 
to the impact of working with and learning 
from deeply caring professionals during 
their required summer externships at major 
research institutions. Students see for 
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themselves what actually takes place in a 
biomedical research facility. And the more 
supervisors take time to involve students in 
ensuring high standards of humane animal 
care in the laboratory, the more these soon-
to-be graduates understand the vital role 
they can play in improving animal welfare. 
Students often return from these externships 
profoundly changed: more serious about 
their chosen profession, more attentive to 
the subtle needs of animals in their care, 
and with a deeper consciousness of the 
responsibilities involved in safeguarding 
animals. Several of these alumni are now 
budding leaders in laboratory animal 
welfare, presenting at national conferences 
and sharing their own projects and ideas to 
improve animal care.

Ten years ago, my responsibilities as 
both program director and the attending 
veterinarian for the institutional animal care 
and use committee at LaGuardia Community 
College (part of The City University of 
New York) caused me to delve deeper into 
student training in laboratory animal care 
and handling. Since that time, I have been 
edifi ed by the level of commitment and 
caring I have encountered in the laboratory 
animal care professionals with whom I have 
collaborated. Much of their focus today is 
centered on the ongoing search for new 
and better alternatives to longstanding 
ways of handling and caring for animals. (I 
use the term alternatives here as it relates 
to the three Rs: replacement of animals 
with nonanimal research models, reduction 
of total animals needed by a given study, 
or refi nement of current procedures to 
minimize distress and improve well-being.)  
Given the challenges and ethical confl icts 
surrounding work in the laboratory animal 
care profession, this is no small feat.
Teaching animal care personnel about the 
replacement, reduction, and refi nement of 
animal use in medical experiments is a work 
in progress. It is important to acknowledge 
that this eff ort was fueled, as Bernard Rollin 
notes in his essay in this volume, by the key 
1985 amendment to the Animal Welfare Act 
and related legislation, such as the Health 

Research Extension Act in 1985. Now, the 
animal research community itself is very 
much at the forefront in crucial eff orts to 
improve care and welfare of animals in 
laboratories. This movement is evident, for 
example, in recent revisions to the Guide for 
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. 
First published in 1963, the eighth edition, 
in 2010, goes into more detail than ever 
regarding species-specifi c social housing 
needs, animal welfare, and the crucial role of 
staff  education and training.[1]

A key means to improving animal care and 
welfare is to train those working with animals 
in the most current information about 
species-specifi c behaviors and needs and 
their varying expressions of both distress 
and pain. Conferences, webinars, and 
internal facility training are increasingly 
focused on improving overall animal well-
being. “Twenty years ago, we rarely spoke 
of enriching an animal’s environment or 
species’ needs, or the necessity of identifying 
potentially stressful procedures,” said Leticia 
Medina, a laboratory animal veterinarian at 
Abbott Laboratories, “but now these [topics] 
are always at the center of conversations 
and are among the most sought-after 
sessions at conferences.” This was my own 
experience when asked to present animal 
ethics lectures for laboratory caretakers 
and researchers during this past year. 
Attendance exceeded expectations, and 
interest among session participants was 
keen.

Despite the costs, institutions are creating 
staff  positions directly related both to 
the three Rs and to the teaching of best 
practices in animal care and assurance of 
animal welfare. Typically, three Rs “specialists” 
work closely with technicians and other 
experienced members of animal care teams 
to evaluate and refi ne current procedures 
and implement alternative approaches that 
are potentially capable of reducing stress 
and improving an animal’s quality of life 
both with regard to standard husbandry 
procedures and in the actual research 
techniques themselves.  In New York City, for 
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example, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer 
Center, Weill Cornell Medical College, and 
The Rockefeller University collaborate to 
run a tri-institutional training program in 
laboratory animal science.

A number of training modalities are 
currently being used and developed among 
institutions nationwide. Aside from training 
mannequins and models, Web seminars, 
simulated laboratory training sessions, and 
contracting with outside experts for in-
house training are becoming increasingly 
common. The Laboratory Animal Welfare 
Training Exchange established in 1994 by 
a small group of laboratory animal care 
professionals, for example, provides a forum 
for exchanging best practices in laboratory 
animal care training and welfare. With limited 
resources at many facilities, the availability 
and exchange of high-quality training 
materials, particularly relating to species-
specifi c care and handling refi nements, 
can positively aff ect animal welfare. “It is no 
longer acceptable to just put an animal in 
a cage and get our research results,” one 
veterinarian told me recently. “It’s about 
acting responsibly, about doing what is right 
ethically in order to ensure humane care for 
every animal.”

Until the last two decades, training included 
little information on animal distress or on the 
recognition and treatment of animal pain. 
As Rollin and others have discussed, this was 
due to a number of factors, including a lack 
of appreciation in the scientifi c community 
for the ethical importance of alleviating 
animal pain and distress. But the scientifi c 
community has become more attuned to 
this issue because of increased public 
awareness and concern for animal welfare, 
advancements in understandings of the 
physiological and behavioral complexity of 
animals, and greater availability of suitable 
pain relief protocols for animals, to name a 
few factors.[2]

Training and Animal Welfare

Laboratory animal veterinarians, with 
support from technicians and caretakers, 
oversee disease surveillance, facility rounds, 
and care for sick animals. Veterinarians 
and animal welfare specialists are usually 
involved in the training and education of 
researchers and staff , drafting standard 
animal care procedures for husbandry and 
establishing medical and surgical protocols. 
Veterinarians are directly responsible, as 
members of institutional animal care and 
use committees, for approval of new and 
existing research studies. Because of this, 
they can have a tremendously positive 
impact on animal welfare considerations 
related to a given study.

Technicians are also crucial members 
of animal care teams because they 
are responsible for a large majority of 
daily, hands-on animal care and direct 
observation. Thus, training personnel to 
minimize animal stress through housing 
changes and environmental enrichment 
can markedly impact the quality of life 
for animals entrusted to their care. It is 
recognized, for example, that laboratory rats 
demonstrate a preference for cages that 
provide nest boxes that allow them to seek 
darker and more protected refuge.[3] Proper 
training of technicians and caretakers would 
include education in the correct placement 
of the nest boxes and in their cleaning and 
upkeep.

Similarly, in order to minimize distress, some 
researchers and technicians are now taking 
signifi cant amounts of time to train higher 
functioning animals to cooperate for quick 
procedures like blood collection by using 
paired rewards such as treats, play sessions, 
petting, and other positive-reinforcement 
approaches. This serves both to decrease 
the need for animal restraint or sedation 
and to provide animals with additional 
enrichment during the course of research 
studies.

Good training also involves recognizing pain 
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and distress in laboratory animals. While a 
general benchmark is that any procedure 
that would be painful to humans should 
be considered painful to animals, diff erent 
species demonstrate pain diff erently. 
Signs of pain in mice will diff er from those 
observed in cats, and certainly from those 
seen in zebra fi sh.

Chatting again with my students as they 
prepare for graduation, I am increasingly 
fi nding that, even in a strong job market 
for veterinary technicians, some of them are 
actually choosing to enter the laboratory 
animal care fi eld. What is causing such an 
about-face?

Pain is now considered to be much more 
complex than just the acute, sensory 
components of physical pain. More attention 
is being given to the emotional aspects of 
pain, which include fear, anxiety, depression, 
inability to express species-specifi c needs, 
and the long-term, systemic eff ects on an 
animal’s overall well-being. A 2008 National 
Research Council committee publication, 
Recognition and Alleviation of Distress in 
Laboratory Animals, issued a call to the 
scientifi c community for better collaboration, 
communication, and adherence to the 
growing body of information regarding 
minimizing distress in animals housed in 
laboratories.[4] Strengthened language 
in the 2010 Guide for the Care and Use of 
Laboratory Animals also states that all 
persons involved in the care and use of 
animals are to be “adequately educated, 
trained, and/or qualifi ed in basic principles 
of laboratory animal science to help ensure 
high-quality science and animal well-being.”

Personnel who are able to recognize signs 
of animal pain and distress can represent 
a crucial link in improving animal welfare. A 
recent article in the Journal of the American 
Association for Laboratory Animal Science, 
written by veterinary staff  at the M.D. 
Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, Texas, 
describes the implementation of an intensive 
training program for technicians and 
husbandry staff  working with the center’s 

rodent colony. After learning about early 
recognition and treatment of diseases in the 
animals, the staff  felt empowered to be more 
proactive. They were able to notify veterinary 
staff  of the animals’ diseases earlier and to 
begin preliminary treatment for ill animals. 
This resulted in a decrease in illness-related 
animal deaths.[5]

Supporting Eff orts to Develop Alternatives

Several pharmaceutical companies and 
academic research centers have instituted 
programs to encourage employees to 
come up with ideas for reducing and 
replacing animals used in research and 
for refi ning how animals are treated. 
Abbott Laboratories, which has a strong 
institutional animal welfare policy, 
established a Global Animal Welfare Award 
in 2009 to honor employee eff orts toward 
new and innovative ideas in caring for 
laboratory animals. A voluntary, company-
wide committee provides a forum for 
pursuing new alternatives. Interdepartmental 
cooperation and collaboration among 
Abbott researchers in 2010, for example, 
allowed revisions to microsampling blood 
collection techniques that resulted in a 50 
percent decrease in the number of mice 
required for one research study.[6]

Eff orts in recent decades to improve 
animal welfare and generate needed 
alternatives have not, however, been well 
communicated to the general public. Due to 
strong sentiments about animal research, 
open discussions and transparency have 
historically been avoided, if not feared, by 
the scientifi c community. Timothy Blackwell 
and Bernard Rollin, in a 2008 article in the 
Journal of the American Veterinary Medical 
Association, suggest that the resulting 
void of information has ultimately risked 
increasing negative public opinion towards 
animal research.[7] Temple Grandin, a 
Colorado State University animal sciences 
professor, makes a similar argument when 
she suggests that it is necessary to “open 
the doors electronically” to the public. In a 
December 2011 interview at the University 
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of Washington Health Sciences Center, 
where she was speaking to researchers, she 
commented, “If you don’t show what you do, 
then people are going to imagine and it’s 
going to be even worse.”[8]

Similarly, in the 2010 Animal Welfare 
Institute (AWI) book, Caring Hands, editor 
Viktor Reinhardt chronicles 1,900 electronic 
comments and suggestions for improving 
animal care and welfare contributed by 
technicians, caretakers, veterinarians, 
and other participants in an ongoing 
AWI Laboratory Animal Refi nement and 
Enrichment Forum. In his introduction to the 
book, Reinhardt eloquently speaks of the 
book’s twofold purpose: it is both for persons 
“genuinely concerned about the welfare of 
animals kept in laboratories” and for those 
in the animal rights community “who don’t 
know that most animal caretakers and 
technicians, many veterinarians and some 
researchers do their very best to refi ne the 
traditional, often inadequate housing and 
inhumane handling practices so that the 
animals experience less distress.”[9] 

A concrete example of eff orts by caretakers 
to develop refi nement alternatives, the 
book is fi lled with pictures, explanations, 
and discussion threads around 
recommendations for husbandry and 
handling. One part of the book, for example, 
contains detailed responses to the question 
of how best to prepare enrichment materials 
for pigs that allow foraging and rooting 
activity. Photos speak volumes about the 
energy and compassion of many of those 
generating these ideas.

The Foundation for Biomedical Research 
and similar organizations use various media 
to communicate the important role of animal 
research in the search for cures for serious 
diseases. The foundation did this recently 
with a television documentary on breast 
cancer research, which was nominated for 
an Emmy Award in 2011. Academic institutions 
such as the University of Wisconsin and 
Penn State University’s Animal Resource 
Program have public Web sites about their 
animal research work, training, and facilities, 

with Penn State off ering a virtual laboratory 
tour. In addition, several major companies, 
including Charles River Laboratories and 
Novo Nordisk, are sharing information on 
their Web sites about their animal welfare 
standards and practices. “There is an 
important story to be told,” refl ected Theresa 
Cunningham, director of the Center for 
Laboratory Animal Services at the Hospital 
for Special Surgery in New York. “The more 
we work at training and refi ning standards 
for animal care and communicating with 
the public on our current humane care and 
use of research animals, the more it can 
build trust and understanding for the work 
we do—and it also supports us in fi nding 
possible alternatives to using animals.”

Even with improvements in animal welfare, 
invasive research on animals can be 
emotionally distressing to research staff . 
Humans form relationships with the 
animals in their lives. Evidence of this 
bond stretches back to prehistoric times. 
No matter how fi rmly a person believes 
in the value of medical research and the 
necessity of experimenting on animals 
(at least for now), there is no getting 
around the reality that animals pay a 
huge price. The death of a lab animal can 
cause veterinarians, lab technicians, and 
others who have worked with and become 
attached to it to grieve. Furthermore, as 
technicians, researchers, and others in 
animal care teams are encouraged to show 
ever-greater compassion and care for the 
animals entrusted to their care, the bond 
between the animals and their caregivers 
deepens. Recognizing this, labs have started 
conducting commemorative events in 
gratitude to their laboratory animals.[10] 

These events have their roots in religious 
and secular rituals performed around the 
world to pay tribute to animals for the many 
roles that they play in humans’ lives—as 
companions, in military and police service, 
and in agriculture.

The Center for Laboratory Animal Services at 
the Hospital for Special Surgery, for example, 
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has prepared two such tributes over the past 
four years that were supported at all levels 
of the hospital. Researchers, physicians, 
and hospital staff  and administrators 
were present at these tributes, which were 
extremely well received. “Animal use to bring 
ahead medical progress is a privilege, 
not a right,” one participant told me, “and 
something that everyone, at every level of an 
institution, needs to be reminded of.”

Susan Kopp is a veterinarian and professor 
of health sciences in the veterinary 
technology program at LaGuardia 
Community College, City University of New 
York, where she teaches courses in veterinary 
nursing and ethics. A scholar at Yale 
Interdisciplinary Center for Bioethics, she 
also co-convenes the Center animal ethics 
study group and teaches a summer seminar 
in animal welfare and veterinary ethics.
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Safety considerations for working with 
animal models involving human health 
hazards
Calvin B. Carpenter

Abstract 
A human health hazard may constitute a variety of hazards that are encountered in an animal 
facility. Health hazards include physical, chemical, radioactive, or biological hazards such as 
cage and rack washers, chemicals used for cleaning and disinfection, experimental drugs or 
biologics, radioactive isotopes, zoonotic diseases, allergens, experimental infectious agents, or 
biological toxins. This article will focus on experimental infectious agents and biological toxins 
(biohazards) that are hazardous to both animals and humans and require biological contain-
ment (biocontainment) to prevent their inadvertent release into the environment. Key areas for 
safely managing a biocontainment animal care and use program and vivarium are described. 
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While scientifi c research involving health hazards 
has created some challenges, it has also pro-
vided some excellent advances in methods and 
technologies. The ideas and approaches in this 
article will be useful for those just entering this 
fi eld of research and those who have committed 
their careers to the safe use of animals exposed 
to biohazards.

1 INTRODUCTION
The consequences of accidental exposure of 
personnel to biological hazards (biohazards) can 
be quite severe, including clinical disease, hospi-
talization, and even death. It is paramount that 
consideration be given to the type of biohazard 
and the protection of the personnel. Biohazards 
in the animal facility can come from many sourc-
es and it is important to take all the sources into 
consideration. Sources can include zoonotic 
diseases carried by the animal models, contami-
nated cell lines or other biological material; and 
experimental infectious agents and biological 
toxins. Practices and procedures should be in 
place to prevent the introduction of adventious 
agents into the animal facility, such as purchas-
ing specifi c pathogen‐free animals, sentinel mon-
itoring, and testing biological materials for in-
fectious agents prior to use in animals. Practices 
and procedures should also be in place to pro-
tect the personnel working in the animal facility, 
such as personal protective equipment. Besides 
the practices and procedures for safely working 
in a conventional animal facility, there should 
be additional safeguards in place at institutions 
where infectious agents are experimentally in-
troduced into animals. The primary concepts of 
working in a biocontainment facility focus on the 
prevention of spread of the agent, protection of 
the personnel working in the facility, and the pro-
tection of the environment outside of the facility. 
To achieve these goals, the concept of assessing 
the risk (risk assessment); the components and 
practices of a biocontainment program; the vari-

ety of primary and secondary containment meth-
ods; the oversight of a biocontainment program; 
and the areas of occupational health and safety 
are described.

2 PROGRAMMATIC CONSIDERATIONS
2.1 Risk assessment

The tremendous importance of risk assessment 
is demonstrated by its pervasiveness in nearly 
every current guidance publication that ap-
plies to working with biohazards or animals. The 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) publication, 
Biosafety in Microbiological and Biomedical Lab-
oratories (BMBL), contains a detailed discussion 
of the process and importance of conducting 
an eff ective biological risk assessment.1(p9) The 
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Ani-
mals (Guide) stresses the importance of risk as-
sessment in mitigating hazards associated with 
the experimental use of animals, and specifi cally 
discusses the need for assessing hazards associ-
ated with animal experimentation involving haz-
ardous agents.2(p18) Since the basic components 
of the risk assessment process are universal, it 
can be applied to most situations involving the 
potential exposure to a hazard in the workplace. 
When working with biohazards, a common ap-
proach is to use an agent‐ and activity‐based 
risk assessment that involves the following com-
ponents: identifi cation of the hazard; identifi ca-
tion of the activities that can result in exposure 
to a hazard; the likelihood of the hazard to cause 
harm upon exposure; and determining the pos-
sible consequences.1(p16) A risk assessment matrix 
is a common tool used to visualize and quantify 
the overall risk and is based on 2 criteria: the 
likelihood or the probability of the event occur-
ring; and the consequences or the severity of the 
impact if the risk occurs.3(p1297) When working with 
animals, it is critical that the additional risks the 
animals and related experimental activities cre-
ate are factored into the risk assessment equa-
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tion. The information provided by the risk assess-
ment is then used to establish the appropriate 
biosafety levels and safeguards. It is important 
to realize that risk assessments are an ongoing 
process, since the risk may change during the 
conduct of the study. 

2.2 Animal biocontainment program

A fundamental objective of any biosafety pro-
gram is the containment of potentially haz-
ardous biological agents and toxins, and the 
term biocontainment is used to describe safe 
methods, facilities and equipment for managing 
infectious materials and biological toxins in the 
laboratory environment where they are being 
handled or maintained. Within an animal bio-
containment facility, hazardous material also 
includes animals exposed to pathogenic organ-
isms or biological toxins, biological specimens, 
animal tissues, and associated waste. A quality 
animal biocontainment program (BCP) results 
in the reduction or elimination of laboratory 
workers, animal care, staff  and the outside envi-
ronment exposure to hazardous materials. A bio-
containment animal facility should have a single 
qualifi ed manager who has both responsibility 
and authority for all animal‐related activities 
conducted within the biocontainment envelope. 
The manager will need to work closely with the 
principal investigator, biological safety profes-
sionals, veterinarians, and facility personnel to 
develop the animal biocontainment program, co-
ordinate safety training, and provide oversight of 
the activities involving hazardous agents within 
the animal facilities.

As part of the BCP, the manager should initially 
develop or adopt a biosafety manual that iden-
tifi es the hazards that will or may be encoun-
tered, and specifi es equipment, practices and 
procedures designed to minimize or eliminate 
exposures to these hazards. When standard lab-
oratory practices are not suffi  cient to control the 
hazards associated with a particular agent or 
laboratory procedure, additional measures may 
be needed. In those cases, safety practices and 
techniques must be supplemented by appro-
priate facility design and engineering features, 
safety equipment, personal protective equip-
ment, and management practices.3(p1319)

The manager plays an important role in ensur-
ing that personnel receive appropriate training 
in the practices and operations specifi c to the 
animal facility and hazardous agent, such as 

animal handling procedures, manipulations of 
animals exposed to biohazards, and necessary 
precautions to prevent potential exposures. 
Working with animals in a hazardous environ-
ment increases the level of risk to personnel over 
standard in vitro laboratory activities through 
the introduction of the potential for bites and 
scratches and the use of sharps for injection, 
sample collection and necropsy procedures. The 
increase in risk factors requires that personnel 
are highly skilled in performing all the needed 
tasks and can operate safely in the hazardous 
environment. Training on task‐specifi c activities 
and general biosafety are both of critical impor-
tance in order for staff  to maintain a high level of 
safety. In addition to training, one must also in-
clude knowledge, competence and performance 
in order to evaluate the eff ectiveness of training. 
Knowledge is how well students understand what 
is being taught; competence is demonstrating 
how to accomplish each task successfully under 
controlled circumstances; and performance is 
what is done under actual work conditions in the 
laboratory or animal facility.4 There are many 
approaches to implementing an eff ective train-
ing program and most institutions use a com-
bination of activities, such as didactic sessions, 
online modules, personal mentoring, tests, and 
hands‐on demonstration. The training program 
should also include a process for providing rou-
tine refresher training and ensuring that train-
ing is documented in accordance with the many 
regulatory agencies and guidelines that apply to 
the type of work being performed.5 It is import-
ant that all personnel that have access to areas 
in which hazardous materials are used are in-
cluded in the appropriate aspects of the training 
program. 

There should be standard operating procedures 
(SOPs) for working with biohazards and infected 
animals, and each person having contact with 
the agent or infected animal should understand 
the SOPs, know the anticipated outcomes associ-
ated with the agent in use, be adequately trained 
in handling exposed animals, be determined 
competent to perform all procedures and be 
properly supervised. Each person providing care 
for the animals or carrying out experimental pro-
cedures must be alert to the hazards and under-
stand how to perform the procedures properly 
and safely. SOPs and safety requirements are 
developed before the project has started and 
involves the scientist, or principal investigator, 
who is trained and knowledgeable in appropriate 
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laboratory techniques, safety procedures, and 
hazards associated with handling the infectious 
agents. This is especially true if a project is pro-
posed that involves the use of an agent that has 
not been previously used in the facility or has 
not been studied in animals. A prestudy safety 
meeting with all personnel that takes all of these 
issues into consideration is an important part of 
the ability to eff ectively communicate risks and 
measures to mitigate the hazards. As the study 
progresses, regular safety meetings with all in-
volved staff  will help to identify and resolve new 
risks and issues as they arise.

There should also be procedures and processes 
in place to prepare for potential emergencies 
and disasters. The need for a disaster or emer-
gency plan for animal facilities is universally 
prescribed by professional organizations, such 
as the American Veterinary Medical Association 
(AVMA), regulatory agencies, and those over-
sight bodies that use the Guide as its primary 
standard for evaluating animal care and use 
programs, such as AAALAC International and the 
NIH Offi  ce of Laboratory Animal Welfare.2(p35),6, 
7 The Guide requires that institutions develop 
disaster plans that take into account the well‐be-
ing of animals and personnel during unexpected 
events and that location‐based risk should be 
accounted for in the disaster plan. The BMBL 
states that biocontainment facilities should 
give advance consideration to emergency and 
disaster recovery plans, as a contingency for 
man‐made or natural disasters. In all cases, it is 
prudent to conduct a thorough site‐specifi c risk 
assessment based on location‐specifi c natural 
disasters and common emergency situations 
to minimize any potential harm to animals, the 
environment, and/or the public when hazardous 
materials are involved.8

3 EQUIPMENT/FACILITY CONSIDER-
ATIONS
3.1 Safety equipment

One of the basic principles of biosafety is the 
concept of primary and secondary barriers to 
contain pathogens to protect personnel and the 
environment. Primary barriers may include safety 
equipment and items worn for personal protec-
tion, such as gloves, gowns, shoe covers, respira-
tors, and eye protection. Secondary barriers are 
incorporated into the design and construction 
of the facility and may include features such as 
autoclaves, specialized ventilation that provides 
directional airfl ow, air fi ltration, controlled access 

zones, or airlocks located at laboratory entranc-
es.1(p23)

The biological safety cabinet (BSC) is the prin-
cipal device used to contain biohazards and is 
considered a primary barrier. Biosafety cabinets 
are designed to protect the individual using the 
cabinet and the environment through the use 
of directional air fl ow and high effi  ciency par-
ticulate air (HEPA) fi ltration. To be eff ective, a 
BSC must be well maintained, regularly tested 
and certifi ed using an appropriate standard.9 
Personnel must be trained to use them properly. 
According to the BMBL, those procedures that 
involve the manipulation of infectious materials 
must be conducted within biological safety cabi-
nets, or other physical containment devices that 
provide the same level of protection. There are 3 
classes of BSCs: I, II, and III and a full description 
of these cabinets can be found in the BMBL.1(p291),10 
A biosafety professional must be consulted to 
ensure that the correct type of BSC for the agent, 
animal species, and activities that are being per-
formed is selected. 

3.2 Animal housing and movement

As stated above, working with hazardous agents 
is usually done within a BSC to contain the 
agent. When infected animals are considered the 
“hazardous agent,” a primary concern is how to 
contain the hazard. Procedures, such as cage 
changes or inoculations which may generate 
aerosols or expose the individual to the agent, 
should be performed in a BSC. Since the animals 
themselves are rarely housed in BSCs, they must 
be housed in a caging system that provides a 
primary barrier. Types of animal caging may in-
clude static microisolator, individually ventilated, 
or other biocontainment caging systems that 
provide a primary barrier. In situations where 
large animals (eg, cattle, horses, sheep) cannot 
be readily housed in primary containment cages 
the facility barriers act as the primary barriers. A 
clear understanding of the agent, its infectivity, 
and the route(s) of transmission in the species 
of animal being utilized is critical in determining 
the best way to manage the hazard.

Ventilated caging systems under negative rela-
tive pressure can be used to maintain animals 
that have been exposed to a hazardous agent. 
Usually, the air being supplied to and the air 
being discharged from the cage are fi ltered and 
the air being exhausted into the room is HEPA 
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fi ltered or connected to the building ventilation 
system, thereby protecting the room environ-
ment, other animals and the workers. In either 
case, the rack should be designed to “fail safe” 
by going neutral or static to prevent exposure 
in the event that the power supply is disrupted. 
Ventilated caging systems must be designed to 
prevent the escape of infectious agents from 
the cage and the exhaust plenums during use 
or if the ventilation system becomes static. The 
system should also be alarmed to indicate oper-
ational malfunctions and alert personnel to po-
tential hazards. Cages should only be opened or 
changed in a biosafety cabinet to prevent expo-
sure to the agent or infectious waste. HEPA fi lters 
on ventilated cage systems should be tested on 
a regular basis to certify their eff ectiveness.

Biocontainment caging has been developed for 
both rodent and larger animal species to house 
animals exposed to highly infectious agents. 
Biocontainment caging provides a high level of 
protection for personnel and the environment 
when used properly. Some systems use cages 
that are completely sealed, and in the event of a 
power outage or motor failure may have a limit-
ed air supply. Having backup emergency power 
for these units, such as a generator or a battery 
backup system, is an important consideration. 
Other considerations for using some types of 
primary containment caging for larger animals 
involve isolation of the animal, animal handling, 
cage sanitation, experimental requirements, and 
veterinary‐related concerns about animal well‐
being.

An alternative to individually ventilated, prima-
ry containment caging or housing systems is 
the use of fl exible fi lm isolators or panels that 
surround the cage and/or rack. These units are 
maintained under negative pressure using ex-
haust motors with HEPA fi lters to exhaust back 
into the room or by exhausting to the outside 
through the facility HVAC. These units have been 
used in combination with conventional caging 
systems and/or when housing multiple species 
or agents within the same area.

Movement of infected animals within a facility 
should be performed with careful coordination 
and risk assessment. The main concern is the 
containment of the hazard and animal located 
within the transport device in order to prevent 
inadvertent release, including escape, of the 
animal or the agent. A number of transport de-
vices have been utilized, from fi ltered rodent 

microisolator caging to transport small animals 
to specialized mobile HEPA fi ltered enclosures 
for multiple cages of rodents and larger ani-
mals. The primary containment transport device 
should be a durable, leak proof container that 
can be secured for transport, allows suffi  cient air 
exchange to support the physiological needs of 
the animal(s), and the interior and exterior of the 
containment device should be easily disinfected.

3.3 Animal facility

As stated earlier, the facility provides secondary 
containment of the hazard and incorporates 
barriers into the design and construction of the 
facility that may include features such as auto-
claves, specialized ventilation that provides di-
rectional airfl ow, air fi ltration, controlled access 
zones, or airlocks located at laboratory entranc-
es.1(p23) Facilities in which biohazards are used 
should meet or exceed the standards set forth in 
the BMBL. Table 1 summarizes the containment 
equipment and procedures recommended by the 
BMBL for research involving infected vertebrates. 
Four animal biosafety levels (ABSL‐1, 2, 3, and 4) 
are identifi ed, with ABSL‐1 being the lowest level 
of containment and ABSL‐4 being the highest. 
There are additional requirements for handling 
high consequence livestock pathogens, BSL‐3 
Agriculture (BSL‐3‐Ag). BSL‐3‐Ag, requires a diff er-
ent level of containment because of the necessity 
to protect the environment from high conse-
quence livestock pathogens and to accommo-
date studies that are conducted with agricultural 
animals for which primary containment caging 
is neither practical nor available. The determi-
nation of the appropriate animal biosafety level 
requires experience and professional judgment 
and should be made in consultation with a bio-
safety professional and based on a thorough 
risk assessment of the agent and how it is going 
to be used. Even diff erent projects involving the 
same microorganism or toxin might have a dif-
ferent level of risk because of the animal species 
involved, the route of exposure, and the activities 
or procedures being performed. 

Table 1. Recommended animal biosafety 
levels (ABSLs) for activities in which 
experimentally or naturally infected 
vertebrate animals are used a
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Animal 
biosafety 

level
Agents Practices Primary barriers and 

safety equipment
Facilities 

(secondary 
barriers)

1
Not known to 
consistently cause 
disease in healthy adults

Standard animal care 
and management 
practices, including 
appropriate medical 
surveillance programs

As required for normal 
care of each species 
 PPE: laboratory 

coats and gloves; 
eye, face protection, 
as needed

Standard animal 
facility: 
 No recirculation 

of exhaust air
 Directional air fl ow 

recommended
 Hand‐washing 

sink is available

2

 Agents associated 
with human disease

 Hazard: 
percutaneous injury, 
ingestion, mucous 
membrane exposure

ABSL‐1 practices plus: 
 Limited access
 Biohazard warning 

signs
 “Sharps” 

precautions
 Biosafety manual
 Decontamination 

of all infectious 
wastes and animal 
cages prior to 
washing

ABSL‐1 equipment plus 
primary barriers: 
 Containment 

equipment 
appropriate for 
animal species

 PPE: Laboratory 
coats, gloves, face, 
eye and respiratory 
protection, as 
needed

ABSL‐1 plus: 
 Autoclave 

available
 Hand‐washing 

sink available
 Mechanical 

cage washer 
recommended

 Negative airfl ow 
into animal and 
procedure rooms 
recommended

3

Indigenous or exotic 
agents that may cause 
serious or potentially 
lethal disease through 
the inhalational route of 
exposure

ABSL‐2 practices plus: 
 Controlled access
 Decontamination 

of clothing before 
laundering

 Cages 
decontaminated 
before bedding is 
removed

 Disinfectant 
footbath, as 
needed

ABSL‐2 equipment plus: 
 Containment 

equipment for 
housing animals 
and cage dumping 
activities

 Class I, II, or III 
BSCs available 
for manipulative 
procedures 
(inoculation, 
necropsy) that 
might create 
infectious aerosols.

 PPE: appropriate 
respiratory 
protection

ABSL‐2 facility plus: 
 Physical 

separation from 
access corridors

 Self‐closing, 
double‐door 
access

 Sealed 
penetrations

 Sealed windows
 Autoclave 

available in facility
 Entry through 

ante‐room or 
airlock

 Negative airfl ow 
into animal and 
procedure rooms

 Hand‐washing 
sink near exit 
of animal or 
procedure room

4

 Dangerous/exotic 
agents which 
pose high risk of 
aerosol transmitted 
laboratory infections 
that are frequently 
fatal, for which there 
are no vaccines or 
treatments

 Agents with a close 
or identical antigenic 
relationship to an 
agent requiring 
BSL‐4 until data 
are available to 
redesignate the level

 Related agents with 
unknown risk of 
transmission

ABSL‐3 practices plus: 
 Entrance through 

change room 
where personal 
clothing is 
removed and 
laboratory 
clothing is put on; 
shower on exiting

 All wastes are 
decontaminated 
before removal 
from the facility

ABSL‐3 equipment plus: 
 Maximum 

containment 
equipment (ie, 
Class III BSC or 
partial containment 
equipment in 
combination with 
full body, air‐
supplied positive‐
pressure personnel 
suit) used for all 
procedures and 
activities

ABSL‐3 facility plus: 
 Separate building 

or isolated zone
 Dedicated supply 

and exhaust, 
vacuum, and 
decontamination 
systems

 Other 
requirements 
outlined in the 
text [CDC‐NIH 

a From CDC‐NIH 2009.
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An important facility consideration is the heat-
ing, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) sys-
tem. For biocontainment facilities, the HVAC sys-
tem is considered a means of secondary contain-
ment and must be able to maintain the facility 
under negative pressure, thereby containing the 
hazardous agents and preventing any accidental 
release into the environment. This is usually ac-
complished with HVAC systems that have auto-
mated controls on the intake and exhaust valves 
creating directional airfl ow from areas that do 
not have pathogens to areas that do. Their use 
is particularly important at ABSL‐3 and ABSL‐4 
because the agents assigned to those levels may 
transmit disease by the inhalation route and can 
cause life‐threatening disease. HVAC systems re-
quire careful monitoring, periodic maintenance 
to sustain operational integrity, and routine 
verifi cation to ensure proper directional air fl ow. 
Loss of directional airfl ow compromises safe lab-
oratory operation and HVAC systems should be 
redundant and designed to prevent inadvertent 
positive pressurization from occurring during an 
HVAC failure.

3.4 Personal protective equipment

While engineering controls provide a barrier 
between the individual and a hazard, the use of 
personal protective equipment (PPE) is the fi nal 
physical barrier used to prevent exposures to 
hazardous materials and should not be used in 
lieu of appropriate engineering controls. Many 
types of PPE are available and their use should 
be risk‐based and determined through a risk as-
sessment process that takes into consideration 
specifi c knowledge of the potential hazards, ac-
tivities being performed, engineering controls in 
place, experience, and sound professional judg-
ment. Requirements for PPE should be clearly 
identifi ed, consistent with the hazard and the re-
quired level of containment, and posted, so that 
personnel entering the room or area are aware.

PPE comes in many forms and some common 
items include scrubs; solid‐front laborato-
ry gowns; jumpsuits; sleeve covers; hair bon-
nets; safety glasses; shoe covers; examination 
gloves; respiratory protection; and a multitude 
of specialty safety items. While PPE comes in 
many forms and each item serves an import-
ant purpose, working with animals, sharps, and 
infectious agents and toxins together make 
gloves and respiratory protection critical con-
siderations.11 Glove material must provide an 
adequate barrier against the expected hazard. 

For example, the choice of latex or nitrile gloves 
may depend on the resistance to penetration if 
using a solvent or chemical, and the additional 
use of bite or cut‐resistant outer gloves may be 
necessary if handling animals that pose a bite 
or scratch risk. The use of Kevlar® sleeve protec-
tors can be useful in preventing scratches when 
handling larger animals, like rabbits that pose a 
signifi cant scratch risk from the combination of 
powerful hind legs and toenails that can easily 
penetrate most standard PPE. People subject to a 
risk of an aerosol exposure to infectious agents 
or toxins must be provided appropriate respira-
tory protection. When the use of a respirator is 
required, the institution must implement a respi-
ratory protection program and have a dedicated 
program administrator.12 Personnel required to 
wear a respirator must be enrolled in a respira-
tory protection program that includes medical 
clearance to wear a respirator, fi t testing, and 
training on its proper use and disposal, or disin-
fection, maintenance, and storage if reusable. 

4 PROCEDURAL CONSIDERATIONS
4.1 Sharps

A common hazard working with animals is the 
need for sharps, such as syringe needles, scal-
pels, surgical instruments, etc. Good sharps 
handling practices, demonstrated profi ciency, 
and having an awareness of the risks associated 
with handling sharps in a biocontainment envi-
ronment that may be contaminated with infec-
tious material are important considerations. A 
standard practice is that needles should not be 
recapped. If procedures necessitate the repeated 
use of a single syringe and needle, a plastic tube 
(eg, 50 mL Falcon tube) or a small plastic beaker 
can be used to safely cover the sharp end of a 
needle if needed between uses.13 In the contain-
ment area, additional practices include using 
a pair of forceps to remove needle caps; always 
directing the needle away from the individual; 
having an appropriately sized sharps container 
positioned within arm’s reach, and in a manner 
that prevents crossing over of arms or hands to 
dispose of sharps; and if more than 1 person is 
working with sharps nearby or within the same 
biosafety cabinet, each person should have their 
own sharps container. Sharps containers should 
be discarded when they are two‐thirds to three‐
quarters full. Performing necropsies on infected 
animals requires special consideration for hand 
protection, such as cut‐resistant outer gloves, 
due to the high risk that comes from frequent 
use of scalpels and other sharp instruments. 
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Newer technologies, including retractable scal-
pels that cover the scalpel blade when not in use 
and integral needle safety technologies, such 
as self‐retracting needles and no‐touch sheath 
covering devices, can reduce the risk of injury if 
used as designed. 

4.2 Waste disposal

Waste streams must be clearly identifi ed to en-
sure the proper decontamination and disposal 
of all types of waste generated in animal rooms 
and support areas within a containment facility. 
The types of waste streams can vary based on 
the activities being performed; therefore, each 
institution should identify and defi ne their waste 
streams and implement appropriate decontami-
nation and disposal procedures for each stream. 
Knowledge of the multiple national, state and 
local regulations that apply to the identifi cation 
of waste streams, decontamination, handling, 
transportation and disposal of biohazard waste 
is critical to ensure compliance. The use of com-
mercial hazardous waste disposal companies 
to help with navigating the myriad of regulatory 
requirements for waste disposal has become a 
common practice. These companies can be an 
excellent resource for obtaining training on iden-
tifying waste streams and for help with devel-
oping internal waste handling procedures that 
meet regulatory requirements.

4.3 Sanitation procedures

In animal husbandry, sanitation is the mainte-
nance of environmental conditions conducive 
to the health and well‐being of the animal, and 
involves bedding changes, cleaning, and disin-
fection.2(p69) Environmental conditions include 
both the primary caging and secondary room 
environments in which animals are maintained. 
Maintenance of those conditions involves ac-
tivities such as changing cages and bedding, 
as well as routine sanitation of animal caging, 
racks, and the secondary environment. Cleaning 
and disinfection are important aspects of any 
sanitation program and the diff erence between 
the 2 methods should be understood in a bio-
containment environment.3(p1305) Cleaning is the 
removal of excessive amounts of gross contami-
nation caused by animal waste, dirt, and debris, 
while disinfection is the reduction or elimination 
of unacceptable concentrations of microorgan-
isms.2(p69) Neither method is designed to sterilize 
the environment. These activities in biocontain-
ment may be slightly diff erent than in a conven-
tional area. For example in most biocontainment 

facilities, the cage wash is located outside of the 
biocontainment area, so caging and waste must 
be sterilized prior to removal from the contain-
ment area. 

Cleaning in biocontainment may be complicat-
ed by the need to clean in place due to facility 
and/or protocol constraints, the use of complex 
biocontainment caging, and the requirement to 
minimize aerosol formation. Some caging, such 
as biocontainment caging for larger, nonrodent 
species, may have to be partially disassembled 
to allow for adequate cleaning. Cleaning in 
biocontainment is usually performed by hand 
without the use of a mechanical washer. Cag-
ing should be adequately rinsed after cleaning 
to prevent exposure of the animals to residual 
chemicals. When using hand‐washing to clean 
cages in lieu of a mechanical washer, evaluating 
the eff ectiveness of the sanitation procedures is 
recommended.2(p72)

Disinfection of primary and secondary enclo-
sures in containment usually involves the use of 
chemical disinfectants during the conduct of the 
study and chemical, gas or vapor disinfectants 
between studies. The type of chemical disinfec-
tant used must be carefully considered as it must 
be eff ective against both naturally occurring 
microorganisms in the environment and those 
that are used experimentally. Appendix B of the 
BMBL provides guidance on classes of disinfec-
tants and selection of the type of disinfectant 
to use.1(p326) Ultimately, a biosafety professional 
should be involved in the selection of an appro-
priate disinfectant for use in the facility, based 
on a risk assessment. Validation studies may be 
required to verify the eff ectiveness of the disin-
fectant against the microorganism and the ap-
propriate contact time. 

4.4 Animal handling and restraint

Animals exposed to infectious diseases present 
a concern to individuals handling the animal 
due to the risk of transmission of the agent from 
the animal to the handler. Transmission could 
occur by a variety of methods, to include bites, 
scratches, needle sticks, mucous membrane ex-
posure, or aerosol transmission. The use of phys-
ical restraint devices (squeeze cages or restraint 
boxes), chemical restraint, additional PPE as pre-
viously described, and practices that reduce the 
risk of exposure during animal manipulations 
should be used whenever possible. According to 
the BMBL, all procedures involving the manipula-
tion of infectious materials (either the infectious 
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agent or tissues from infected animals), handling 
of infected animals or the generation of aerosols 
must be conducted within BSCs or other physical 
containment devices when practical. BSCs are 
commonly used with small rodents, but present 
a challenge when handling larger laboratory an-
imal species and are impractical for agricultural 
animals. When a procedure cannot be performed 
within a biosafety cabinet, a combination of per-
sonal protective equipment and other contain-
ment devices or methods must be used. Depend-
ing on the species of animal and/or procedure 
being performed, more than 1 person may be 
required to work safely.

5 GUIDELINE CONSIDERATIONS
5.1 Oversight of animal research involving bio-
hazards

Research involving hazardous agents, including 
pathogenic organisms, toxins, and biological 
materials from infected animals, requires care-
ful consideration during the review process. To 
ensure compliance with all applicable laws and 
regulations, research involving hazardous agents 
may be reviewed and approval granted by a 
number of diff erent groups prior to the conduct 
of the study. The review includes the Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) if ani-
mals are involved and the Institutional Biosafety 
Committee (IBC) if biohazardous agents are in-
volved. Additional regulatory approval may be re-
quired based on national or state requirements 
for the work being conducted.

5.2 Institutional animal care and use commit-
tee

The ultimate responsibility for review and ap-
proval of animal use protocols lies with the IA-
CUC2(p25),14, 15 or similar ethical review committee. 
It is important that there are members of the 
IACUC that have the background and experience 
to adequately review protocols involving biohaz-
ards or the committee should have access to 
a biosafety professional who is knowledgeable 
about the biohazards that will be used. Many 
institutions have someone from the institutional 
biosafety program to serve as a member of the 
IACUC. Alternatively, an appropriate biosafety 
professional could serve as an ad hoc reviewer 
for the committee. During the review process, it is 
important to have adequate information about 
the biohazard and protective measures. Many 
institutions have adopted the use of a biohazard 
appendix to the protocol form to assist in the re-

view process. The biohazard appendix is tailored 
to the needs of the institution. 

5.3 Institutional biosafety committee

Institutions have safety offi  ces and committees 
that review the use of hazardous agents, includ-
ing chemicals, biological agents, and radioac-
tive materials. Institutions that receive federal 
funding from the NIH to work with recombinant 
or synthetic nucleic acid molecules are also 
required to comply with the NIH Guidelines for 
Research Involving Recombinant or Synthetic Nu-
cleic Acid Molecules (NIH Guidelines). A require-
ment of these guidelines is the establishment of 
an institutional biosafety committee (IBC) that 
includes individuals with experience and exper-
tise in recombinant or synthetic nucleic acid 
technology, biosafety and physical containment. 
The committee must also have a biological safe-
ty offi  cer if work is being conducted at ABSL3 or 
ABSL4 and a member with expertise in animal 
containment if experiments with animals are 
being performed. The NIH Guidelines provide 
guidance on physical and biological contain-
ment practices for recombinant or synthetic nu-
cleic acid molecule research involving etiological 
agents and animals. Experiments with recom-
binant or synthetic nucleic acid molecules and 
animals could include the creation of transgenic 
animals as well as the use of manipulated bio-
logical agents in animals. Either situation makes 
the risk assessment and review more diffi  cult 
because the disease process and pathogenesis 
in the animal may be altered, thereby requiring 
additional containment measures. 

6 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CONSIDER-
ATIONS
6.1 Occupational health and safety program

Institutions have a responsibility for ensuring 
worker safety. An essential part of an institution’s 
safety program is an occupational health and 
safety program (OHSP) that is consistent with 
national, state, and local regulations and focus-
es on maintaining a safe and healthy workplace. 
An eff ective OHSP takes into consideration all 
facets of the research program including facili-
ties, personnel, research activities, biohazards, 
and animal species, and includes careful coor-
dination with members of the research, animal 
care and use, occupational health, safety, and 
administration groups. There are a number of 
references to utilize when establishing an OHSP 
for personnel working with hazardous agents 
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and include the Guide for the Care and Use of 
Laboratory Animals and the National Research 
Council’s Publication Occupational Health and 
Safety in the Care and Use of Research Animals. 
For those facilities working with infectious agents 
and biological toxins, guidance is provided in the 
BMBL1(p114) and the NIH Guidelines.16 Components 
of an occupational health program include pre-
placement medical evaluations, vaccines, period-
ic medical evaluations, and medical support for 
occupational illnesses and injuries.1(p115)

6.2 Preplacement medical evaluations

Workers who may be exposed to biohazardous 
agents and toxins should be enrolled in an OHSP 
and receive a preplacement/preassignment 
medical evaluation.1(p115),13, 17(p7) Determining which 
personnel will be provided occupational health-
care services is not based solely on job titles 
and classifi cations, but rather is based on a risk 
assessment of potential exposure.18 Healthcare 
providers should be cognizant of potential haz-
ards encountered by the worker, and have an 
understanding of the potential health hazards 
present in the work environment. Optimally, there 
should be ready access to an infectious disease 
physician with understanding of the hazards 
presented by the agents used within the facility. 
As part of the medical evaluation, the healthcare 
provider should review any previous and ongoing 
medical problems, current medications, allergies, 
and prior immunizations in order to determine 
an individual’s medical fi tness to perform the 
duties of a specifi c position and what medical 
services are needed to permit the individual to 
safely assume the duties of the position. Criteria 
for fi tness for duty should be established based 
upon the occupational health hazards identifi ed 
from a site‐specifi c, comprehensive risk assess-
ment.19(p7)

6.3 Vaccines

Commercial vaccines should be made avail-
able to workers to provide protection against 
infectious agents to which they may be occu-
pationally exposed. Animal care personnel are 
routinely vaccinated against tetanus and pre‐
exposure immunization is off ered to people at 
risk of infection or exposure to specifi c agents 
such as rabies virus (eg, if working with suscep-
tible species) or hepatitis B virus (eg, if working 
with human blood or human tissues, cell lines, 
or stocks).2(p22),20 As part of the risk assessment, it 
should be determined if there are vaccines avail-
able for the agents present in the workplace and, 

if warranted, vaccination should be provided for 
those biohazardous agents for which eff ective 
vaccines are available. The Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) and the Advisory 
Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) pro-
vide general vaccination and vaccine‐specifi c 
recommendations.21, 22

6.4 Periodic medical evaluations

Routine, periodic medical evaluations may be 
a part of an OHSP for personnel working with 
hazardous agents, and medical clearances 
may be required for specifi c circumstances (eg, 
respirator usage). The frequency and methods 
of medical evaluation may vary and are based 
on the needs of the program. Routine medical 
evaluations may be done through the use of 
questionnaires or through physical evaluations, 
depending on the level of risk present in the 
workplace and the health of the individual. In the 
interim between evaluations, it is important that 
individuals working in facilities with hazardous 
agents self‐report changes in their health status 
that may impact their ability to work safely with 
the agents. It is also important to note that in 
special circumstances, it may be appropriate to 
off er periodic laboratory testing to workers with 
substantial risk of exposure to infectious agents 
to detect preclinical or subclinical evidence for 
an occupationally acquired infection.1(p119)

6.5 Medical support for occupational illnesses 
and injuries

As part of the OHSP, plans for addressing poten-
tial exposures to hazardous agents should be in 
place. Proper and timely postexposure response 
is supported by having agent and exposure‐spe-
cifi c protocols readily available that defi ne the 
appropriate fi rst aid, potential postexposure 
prophylaxis options, recommended diagnostic 
tests, and sources of expert medical evalua-
tion.19(p7) Potential exposures can present days 
later with signs that are similar to common respi-
ratory diseases. Workers should be encouraged 
to seek medical evaluation for symptoms that 
can be associated with infectious agents in their 
work area. Proactive reporting of clinical signs is 
important because infections are more diffi  cult 
to treat and have greater morbidity and mortal-
ity if treatment is delayed. Fatal occupational in-
fections have resulted from apparently unknown 
exposures.23

7 SUMMARY
The ability to work safely with animal models 
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exposed to biohazards depends on multiple 
factors, several of which are presented in this ar-
ticle for consideration. Working in or managing 
an animal biocontainment program requires a 
thorough understanding of the basic principles 
of containment, including both the engineering 
and procedural controls necessary to protect 
both personnel and the animals with which they 
work. Work conducted with biohazardous agents 
requires a thorough risk assessment, specialized 
equipment and procedures, and knowledgeable 
and well‐trained personnel. Personnel must be 
fully aware of the highly regulated environment 
that accompanies this type of work and they 
must have a profound appreciation for the seri-
ous consequences of noncompliance. Working 
with animals exposed to biohazardous agents 
requires a high level of skill and awareness to 
overcome some of the challenges of the biocon-
tainment environment, but the positive impact 
on society and one’s own professional fulfi llment 
can be great. While this article is not a compre-
hensive review of all the aspects of working with 
animals exposed to biohazards, it provides a 
basis for understanding the complexity of the 
environment and provides additional reference 
materials for anyone working in this area or con-
sidering it as a career path.
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